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The United States
may be renowned
worldwide as the most
modern nation on
earth, but on a sexual
scale, says Western
sex sociologist E.R.
“Bill” Mahoney,
“America is a big overgrown adolescent.”
Mahoney has come to this sobering con
clusion after 10 years of studying and teach
ing human sexuality. He has taught the
entire range of sociology courses at Western
since 1970, only two of which he retains—
Introduction to Sociology and Research
Methods—preferring to concentrate on his
forte'—sexuality.
“American society,” said Mahoney
slowly, lighting a cigarette, “is not very
sophisticated. We get excited about a lot of
things that European societies don’t. We’re
immature about a lot of things.”
In Europe, he said, sex education starts
during pre-school, while Americans struggle
with the notion of such education at the
junior and senior high school levels.
This European openness concerning sex
uality contributes to very low teen preg

nancy and abortion rates, while in the bash
ful United States, rates are reaching new
heights.
He draws a direct parallel between Ameri
can society’s lack of sophistication with its
lack of history.
“We don’t have much of a sense of history,
because we don’t have much history,” he
said shrugging. “We just started yesterday.”
So the couple-thousand-year jump the
rest of the planet got on the United States is a
sexually significant factor in 1985. Unlike
other vital aspects of existence that we
brought to the New World two hundred
years ago, already sturdy and maturing sex
ual attitudes were left on the shores of
England—on purpose.
“The people who established the Colonies
and set up the New World did so because
they were fleeing what they saw as the moral
ruin of England,” said Mahoney. “The
government would not intervene and bring
about the moral changes that they thought
were necessary. That’s why they’re called the
Puritans.”
So even when America finally got rolling.

it rolled cautiously—always with a watchful
eye on hem and neck lines, always making
sure not to roll too fast.
“So what you’ve got as a basis establish
ment of values,” he chuckled, slowly and
neatly trimming the ashes of his cigarette on
the rim of the wooden ashtray on his desk,
“were some people who were pretty
reactionary.”
Thus we have the United States twocenturies-plus later wandering awkwardly
around the dance floor, struggling with the
restricting fundamentalist bow tie we never
would have chosen, had the choice been
ours. Sweating and drinking a lot of punch,
we are afraid to boogie for fear of repercus
sions from the modern-day Puritans, who,
assured Mahoney, are very much alive and
well atop their moralistic mountains in the
’80s.
However, fortunately for our sexual
pride, the conservatives have not always had
free reign of America’s attitudes. Mahoney
explained that trends in American standards
and values change with time, shifting in
giant liberal/conservative swells, allowing
for progress in all areas, including sexuality.

sexual
“Historically,” he said, “you simply have
cycles. You have a liberal trend, and at some
point people begin to think that things have
gone too far, and you start to come back a
little bit.
“But what always happens is that they
take an extreme stance, and they go clear
over to the opposite side. Well, America’s a
very tolerant society, and for a certain
period of time they (the conservatives) will
be tolerated in their extremity. But after a
while what happens is people get fed up; it
happens on every issue. They (the conserva
tives) want you to buy their entire package,
but America won’t buy the entire package,
so they keep pushing and there comes a
point when people say, T’ve had it. You’re a
pain in the butt.’
“The entire conservative movement is an
attempt to get American society to imple
ment certain moral principles, and those
moral principles fundamentally focus on
society going to Hell in a handbasket—it’s
always been the conservatives’ concern,” he
said deliberately, staring intently at his
rapidly diminishing cigarette. “We’ve always
felt in American society that the thing that
will certainly send us to Hell in a handbasket
is sexuality.”

maturity

This fear of the modernizing of sexual
attitudes has been refined by the conserva
tives into specific objections with specific
reasoning why something is specifically
wrong. But, said Mahoney, these specifica
tions are, in reality, simply fronts the fun
damentalists shy behind to avoid confronta
tion with the Awful Truth — the fact they
are trying to suppress sexuality altogether.
“The conservatism that we see in society in
general—the antiabortion movement, the
antibirth-control movement, blah, blah,
blah—isn’t a movement about these issues—
it’s a movement that is against sex,” said
Mahoney. “The crux, then, of the abortion
movement has nothing to do with
abortion—it’s just a symbol.”
Mahoney crushed out his cigarette and
leaned back in his chair, swinging one lanky
leg up to rest on the other. He has short
black hair with a matching moustache that
seems to curl in distaste of the immobile
ideas that clash so vehemently with his own.
One glance at the massive bookshelf that
is one wall of his office on the top floor of
Arntzen Hall reveals an intense interest in
the subject of sexuality. Although several
books have escaped shelf life and rest await

ing reference in twos and threes on tables
and the huge desk, the library remains wellstocked. One book stands out amongst the
mob, however—Human Sexuality by
E.R. Mahoney.
“I undertook the text project because
when I got into the area of human sexuality, I
found that the texts were very, very poor,”
he said.
Mahoney spent “a good year” researching
the book and an additional two, 1981 and
’82, penning it. The text was published by
McGraw Hill Books in 1983.
Mahoney uses the text for his human sex
uality course. The text and the class are in
fluenced by his straighforward and frank
views of sexuality. These attitudes are pre
sented clearly in the preface to the text, at
one point: “It is dishonest to avoid the topics
of socially unacceptable sexuality just
because they might disturb some readers
who only want to read about ‘nice sex’ or do
not want to know that certain things
happen. We discuss it all. I do not do so to
shock or titillate, but to inform. After all, we
are studying human sexual behavior. If we
are not going to study it as it exists, why
bother?”

Once done with the text, Mahoney set off
in search of something to fill the tremendous
void vacated by his work on the book. He
bought a publishing company.
Mahoney bought CRU Publishers last
year. The company currently publishes two
professional human sexuality journals—
Current Research Updates in Human Sex
uality and Current Research Updates in
Obstetrics and Gynecology. Additionally,
Sexual Assault and Abuse, another journal,
is hoped to be picked up by CRU this
summer.
“There’s a problem in all fields now. There
is more information than you can get your
hands on,” he said. “In the area of human
sexuality there are about 150 research pap
ers published every month, and throughout
the course of the year those will appear in
more than 700 professional journals across
all disciplines. You can’t keep up with that
literature. This is the information age.
Information is being pumped out and what
happens is that it just sort of goes into a
vacuum.”
CRU organizes all of the information on
human sexuality into one journal, rather
than having it spread out amongst the vast
spectrum of anatomy and physiology, psych
ology and sociology journals.
“I do everything from making major edi
torial decisions to sweeping the floor, basi
cally,” Mahoney smirked, wearily rolling his
eyes. “It takes an enormous amount of
time—basically nights and weekends. It
keeps me out of trouble.
As if he would have any time for trouble.
In addition to these outside activities, Mah
oney has been chair of the sociology
department since 1978. He feels he serves a
significant function as chair—one that he
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likens to being a buffer between faculty and
administration.
“The only thing that faculty should have
to worry about is their professional activ
ity,” he said. “They should be in a cocoon,
protected from administrative garbage.
“Academic environments tend to be a
vicious place. Competition for resources is
heavy because we have so few. People will
knife each other over a Flair pen. So, run
ning a department is providing the atmos
phere that the faculty needs to do their most
productive work.”
In the tiny nooks and crannies of Maho
ney’s time that remain, he manages to serve
on the publications committee of the Society
of the Scientific Study of Sex (SSSS), as an
editorial consultant for the Journal of Sex
Research, and as a volunteer trainer for the
Whatcom County Rape Relief, the latter
being one of his greatest interests.
“I’ve always been of the opinion,” he said,
“that one of the major problems with the
sexual assault movement in this society is
that it’s all women. The real change will only
come about when men get involved.”
In coordination with Whatcom County
Rape Relief, Mahoney is starting a series of
speaking engagements to all-male
audiences.

“Our aim is to try and deal with the issue
and get more men involved, at least attitudinally,” he said.
But for a man who is apparently spread
very thin, Mahoney’s patience and enthusi
asm show no signs of wearing thin. One area
he is particularly motivated about is educa
tion. Mahoney feels the key to getting Amer
ica’s sexual thumb out of its mouth is
education.
“We are not a highly educated society. We
have high levels of education—lots of people
go to school—but in terms of what that edu
cation means, we are not a highly educated
society. Education, to us, is, again, kind of
adolescent—it’s achievement oriented.
Grades—that’s our real emphasis. Quantity,
yes,” he paused, “but the quality of our edu
cation is in serious, serious question.”
Whether or not the quality of education in
the United States makes a significant
change, Mahoney said, sexual attitudes will
be undergoing some major (if temporary)
changes in the near future.
The conservative movement that has been
germinating since the last liberal period
ended in the early ’70s, according to Maho
ney, is near the end of its fundamentalist
rope.
“The conservative movement has been
very vocal and has gotten a lot of media
attention. But in my reading we’re right on
the verge of a very exciting period—a dra
matic liberal surge,” he said, his eyes coming
alive.
Large scale social trends like this one are
hard to pinpoint precisely, but Mahoney
assures it is not far off. And when it does
arrive, one can count on Bill Mahoney
organizing a bow-tie bonfire, encouraging
those first few shaky steps of a nation in its
relative sexual infancy.

Julie Steele

street-corner florist Lisa Carisen

orist
By Leanna Bradshaw
The warm sunlight
reflects off the glossylavender wooden cart,
which rests on a
wrought-iron frame
with four spoked
wheels. Flowers line
the shelves of the
mobile cart and fill several white plastic
five-gallon buckets sitting on the sidewalk.
A gentle breeze inspires delicate petals of
various shapes, sizes, colors and fragrances
to wave flirtatiously at passing pedestrians.
Holly Street’s three-lane stream of traffic
flows down toward the north end of Bel

lingham Bay, the tributary of autos intermit
tently dammed by a stoplight at the Railroad
intersection. Coin-hungry parking meters
line both sides of Railroad as well as both
sides of a cement median down the middle of
the street.
“When I graduated from high school, I
never dreamed I would be standing on the
corner of Railroad and Holly selling flow
ers,” Sweet Pea’s flower vendor Lisa Carlsen
said. The 26-year-old businesswoman
smiled.
A brunette wearing a pink sweat shirt and
blue jeans walked up to the cart. “I’ll go
ahead and take one of the yellow ones,” the

woman announced after scanning the selec
tion. “Can I get some baby’s breath with it
too?”
Carlsen tore off a sheet of white tissue
paper. She arranged a fern and a few stems
of baby’s breath on the sheet and then care
fully placed the yellow, lacy Peruvian Lily
on top.
“I knew nothing when I started working
for Val. I knew what a rose was and what a
carnation was, and that was about it. People
would say, ‘Three irises, please.’ And I
would say, ‘Point.’ ”
Carlsen bought the street-corner flower
cart from her housemate, Val Fields, last
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January. She had worked for Fields since
August 1984- “We had talked about being
partners since November, but she (Fields)
wanted out of it.”
Carlsen makes an average of $100 a day,
although some, such as holidays and Fri
days, are much more profitable than others.
She said she never has had a day where she
lost any money.
“Business tends to get slow in the
summer.” Carlsen explained the nicer
weather eliminates many of her customers
who are just depressed with the clouds and
the rain. Also, most people can enjoy flowers
from their own gardens during the summer.
Business also was a bit slow at that
moment. Carlsen tossed a flower-print pil
low on the bench behind her cart. She sat
down and stripped leaves and clumps of
unopened buds off purple, red, yellow and
white freesias. She threw the unwanted clip
pings into a large California-Flowers box,
already half-full of rose petals, leaves and
stems.
“These have only been grown here (the
United States) for two years. They come
from Africa.” She placed the freesias in alarge, plastic cup and displayed them on a
cart shelf. She printed ‘70c Ea.’ on a small,
white tag and stuck it on the cup.
“In general, weather is not a real big factor
in business. Standing out in the cold, the
wind and the rain is harder on me than the
business,” she said as she rubbed the sleeves
of her heavy, blue and white sweater. “By the
end of winter I was exhausted. At the end of
a day, 1 just wanted to go to bed.
“It’s very tiring just trying to keep warm.
No matter what I wore, I was still col
can’t keep very warm when you’re not
ing around.” She listed her winter a
long underwear, jeans, wool pants, thre
four sweaters and a wool jacket.
“You still get cold, especially when you
wet. It would have been nice to wear glo
But you have to take them on and off al
the time, so your hands don’t stay w
anyway.”
The only weather conditions that k
Carlsen from vending are freezing tempe
tures, because they kill the flowers, and a
strong winds, which have blown her buck
into the traffic.
“On Valentine’s Day, there was
windstorm, but I had to be out there,
a big selling holiday,” Carlsen explai
She smoothed down her short, wavy-br
hair. “It started out absolutely gorgeo
the morning. Within an hour, it got
spooky. The wind started blowing—a w
wind. And it started raining.”
Carlsen had to tie her cart down to
neighboring bench and anchor the buck
down by placing bricks in their bottoms. T
wind also made it difficult to make flora
arrangements, which Carlsen always does
outdoors.
“The biggest disappointment is making a
trip to Seattle, coming back with $200 or
$300 worth of flowers, and then have it be
too windy to sell. The weather doesn’t
always cooperate.
“I really enjoy the creating part of
flowers—making arrangements. It made me
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nervous at first. I didn’t know what would
look good together and didn’t know the
names of the flowers.
“Probably my favorite thing is when
somebody just says, ‘1 want to spend $10 on
an arrangement.’ It allows me to be crea
tive.” The sunlight flashed off three tiny, sil
ver hoops in her left earlobe. “People ask me
what goes good together. And I always tell
them that I’m under the impression that
everything goes together.”
She said if she had gone to school to learn
floral arrangement, her instructors probably
would have told her otherwise. “But I seem
to make the customers happy.”
A heavyset man wearing a royal-blue,
terry-cloth shirt and baby-blue jeans
approached the cart.
“What can I do for you?” Carlsen smiled.
“Well, I need a birthday flower,” ans
wered the man. He bent over to look at the
four varieties of roses displayed in the fivegallon buckets and asked if he could get a
mixture. “Why don’t you get me about a
dozen,”
Carlsen carefully selected 12 roses. She
tore off a long sheet of tissue paper. She
made a bed of ferns and baby’s breath and
arranged the red, yellow, pink and orange
half-opened buds on top. Carlsen rolled the
paper around the long stems, stapled it shut
folded the corners down to expose a
^ght bouquet.
The man grinned with approval, paid
arisen and marched down the sidewalk.
Carlsen’s favorite flower is the Spanish
Iris. “1 think they’re erotic—very sensual
looking. The funny thing is that when I first
started selling flowers, I didn’t like them
(Spanish Irises) at all. I had that impression
about a lot of flowers when I first started—
‘Eh, flowers.’ I kind of had it in my head that
all I liked were roses and carnations, because
that’s all 1 knew.
Now I look at flowers, and I’m just
amazed at how different they all are, how
long they take to open up and how long they
keep. They’re all so different—delicate,
icate.”
arlsen’s job exposes her to about as wide
a variety of people as it does flowers. “I get
meet different people, and this is a joyful
usiness to be in. Flowers are usually given
for happy reasons.
A high point is when someone will come
up and say something like, ‘Today’s my 20th
anniversary, and I’m so in love.’ ”
Many times Carlsen gives free flowers to
someone who announces an anniversary, a
pregnancy or a new baby. Also, she does not
work on Sundays. “When I have excess
flowers which won’t keep until Monday, I
give them away for free before leaving on
Saturday.
People aren’t expecting it. I would much
rather give my flowers away at the end of the
day than to see them die. And it makes peo
ple happy.”
A man and a woman with Scandinavian
accents asked Carlsen for directions to the
Bon Marche. She pointed down the street
and explained how far and where to turn.
I should charge people for directions.
People ask me where places are all of the

ficult to be away where I didn’t know any
body.” Her training at Bellmead helped
Carlsen get a job managing a breeding and
boarding school in Lafayette, Calif., and
later as an animal-control officer in San
Francisco.
“One of the things the vending business
has allowed me to do is buy a horse, and
that’s a real joy. For as long as I can
remember I wanted a horse but couldn’t
have one for various reasons. But I always
knew that one day I would.”
Airron, a 10-year-old Arabian mare,
recently joined Carlsen, Fields and their
housemate, Cindy Thomas, on their fiveacre farm located eight miles north of Bel
lingham. Carlsen also has an English Sprin
ger named Andy and a Labrador retriever
named Brady.
“I’ve never really been without animals,
and I can’t imagine not having any. I
wouldn’t feel like a whole person. They’re
always affectionate and always there.”
She said Sweet Pea’s has provided well for
herself and her pets. “I’ve got money in the
bank, which I’ve never really had before. And
I’ve got money in my pocket, which has
allowed me to do a lot from buying a horse
to buying a truck. It feels real good to be able
to take care of myself and not worry about
how the rent will be paid or how the bills will
be paid.
“In all the jobs I’ve had in the past. I’ve

always had difficulty working for other peo
ple. I guess I’ve always had a hard time with
authority. I’ve always had my own ideas,
and I like making my own decisions.”
Carlsen returned to school last fall and
winter quarters, this time at Whatcom
Community College. She plans to return to
Western to get a degree in drug and alcohol
counseling. “I finally had a clear idea of what
I wanted to do when I grew up, instead of
changing my mind every quarter. I want to
go on into drug and alcohol counseling.
“I may have to be employed by someone
else for a while. But if my enthusiasm stays,
about my dreams of my own counseling
techniques, I think I will be self-employed
again.
“I think another winter out on that corner
(selling flowers) is about all I can deal with
both emotionally and physically. But I guess
I’ll be out there as long as I’m still enthused.”
At 5:30 p.m., the breeze has blown a few
clouds over Bellingham, and the air is
cooler. Carlsen pulls a broom out from
under the cart and sweeps fallen petals and
leaves off the sidewalk. Holly’s stream of
traffic has become a rushing river. The
remaining flowers make a last desperate
attempt to attract the attention of passing
shoppers and homeward employees before
Carlsen locks up the lavender cart and
wheels it down the sidewalk.

Julie Steele

time.”
A silver Honda Civic made a left turn off
Holly onto Railroad. The driver waved to
Carlsen. She smiled and waved back. “Some
people that I don’t even know wave. But they
see me every day.
“There are definitely some people on the
streets which leave me wondering whether
they should be on the streets. They’ll stand
and stare either at me or the flowers. They’ll
say things which don’t fit with reality—
comments like, T really like your flowers. I’d
like to eat them.’ ”
She recalled one man, about 50 years old,
with a loud voice. He waits for a taxi on her
corner about once every two weeks. “He
always asks if I’ll marry him if he promises to
get me a washer and dryer. I’m sure people
can hear him a block away. But he always
buys flowers before he leaves.”
Kitty-corner to the cart, a man wearing
brown slacks and a brown windbreaker
shuffled into the Holly Tavern. The Holly
and its neighbor, the Flame Tavern, share
space in the same weather-worn, olivegreen-and-brown building. The rusted and
faded blues and reds of the neon “Flame”
sign clash with the freshly painted cartoon
portrait of Popeye’s nephew and the words
“Sweet Pea’s” on the flower cart.
“Being situated right across from some of
the favorite local taverns, I get some pan
handlers. Sometimes people will come
across the street and ask for spare change
for coffee. I’m a soft touch, and it’s very
hard for me to say no. But that’s something
I’ve had to learn to do—tell them no.”
Carlsen also had to learn to tell herself no.
“I had problems with drugs and alcohol.
And since I’ve eliminated that problem, it’s
opened up a whole new life for me.” Her
clear, brown eyes glanced downward. “I
began drinking when I was 17.1 think it was
a real problem then, but it took me about
seven years to realize how powerless I was
over it.”
Carlsen decided to go through the Chemi
cal Dependency Program in Seattle and
came out clean in February 1984. “Any suc
cesses I’ve had in the past year—business,
emotional—I can directly attribute that to
being clean.”
Carlsen said being outside is the best part
about being a flower vendor. Her bronze
complexion provided evidence of her prefer
ence for the outdoors. “I get bored easily and
being indoors is just like being locked up.
“I love to mow my lawn. Actually, I just
like it for the first few months of the summer;
then it gets old. I like physical activity and
mowing the yard is just one of them. I also
like cleaning the barn.”
When Carlsen graduated from Bel
lingham High School in 1977, she dreamed
about nursing animals, not plants. She stu
died veterinarian medicine at Washington
State University for a year and one-half.
Homesick for the trees and water, and
uncertain about her major, she returned to
Bellingham and enrolled at Western. The
following year, Carlsen traveled to Old
Windsor, England, where she attended Bellmead Animal Science School for a year.
“It was pretty intense schooling and dif

“/ get to meet different people^ and this is a joyful business to be in. Flowers are usually
given for happy reasons, ” Carlsen said.
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Indian Education:

Lost In

Traditionally, the
number of Indian
students attending
institutions of higher
learning has been
minute. Why is it so
few of Washington’s
_____
64,000 Indians attend
colleges and universities? The answer has
everything to do with who they are—
Indians, people of a tribal culture that has
collided with a powerful and inhospitable
industrial one.
They come to school despite—and
because of—the difficulties they face as
Indians. And while a few move with ease
through the white man’s education system,
the majority of Indian students come to a
university against powerful odds and stay
despite numerous difficulties.
Typically, Indian students are older than
other college students, often because it takes
the passing years to provide them with a
compelling motivation for seeking an educa
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Julie Steele

By Deanna Shaw

After her eight brothers and sistersfinished high school^ Ernestine Point, 40, returnedfor
a G.E.D. and is now a sophomore in education at Western.
tion. This holds true at Western where many
of the 85 Indian students are over 25 years
old.
“They come with purpose, not only their
own individual purpose but a tribal pur
pose,” said Luis Ramirez, director of the
Student Assistance Center. “I think those
Indians from tribal backgrounds (want to)
obtain complete self-determination so they
can protect and defend Indian rights in this
society. Many are choosing majors that fill
needs of the tribe—public health, education.

business law.”
Roberta Wilson, Oglala Sioux who is
an academic adviser at the University of
Washington and a highly qualified tribal his
torian, sought education to help her people.
She has taught Indian students on the reser
vation and taught history and oral traditions
at the University. She described herself as a
“tribal person,” carefully differentiating the
term from “reservation person,” one who
lives on the land relegated them by the fed
eral government.

Indian!” Coss’s mirth broke forth as she
shook her head from side to side, and tried to
explain.
“It’s more a tone of voice.” She raised her
brows and mimicked a mythical white stu
dent, distinctly enunciating each word.
“ ‘Are you REALLY an Indian? Do you
come from around HERE? What’s it like to
be an INDIAN in college?’ The difficult part
is their surprise and shock—of, ‘God, an
Indian really made it to college.’ ” The ani
mation left her face. “I don’t have any
doubts that an Indian can routinely make it
through college.”
Steven Mestas, a 26-year-old senior from
the Assinbione tribe, experienced another
form of discrimination in a Western history
class last April.
“We were talking about westward lands
and how it was an early political problem for
the United States . . . He (the professor) was
talking about the validity of the treaties and
how they were not documents of real stature.
People had various claims and some of the
claims were with ‘drunken Indians.’ Verbatimly he said, ‘People were making treaties
with drunken Indians.’ I suppose I wouldn’t
define it as discrimination, but I would
define it as discrimination in the sense of
cultural arrogance—that old paternal sense
of seeing one’s own culture as being better.”
Mestas, a political science major who
plans to enter graduate school, sat with one
of his young daughters cuddled on his lap.
He shook his head and looked away, then
added, “In our language, we’d say he’s
‘onsheega’—pitiful, pathetic. He’s kind of
pitiful in a way because he is locked into his
own ignorance—I don’t mean that in a nega
tive sense. He’s just locked into a way of
believing and, to get out of it, he’d have to
change his whole (concept of reality) and
that would probably destroy him.”
These subtle prejudices and more blatant
episodes of discrimination led Coss to
comment, “The more I see that kind of activ
ity, the more radical I get.”
It also strengthened her opinion that

Western needed an Indian student’s club so
they could give each other direct support
and share Indian activities.
Her work revitalizing NASU and height
ening Indian visibility on campus has put her
in touch with many Indian students who
grew up outside the tribal experience for a
variety of reasons.
“(They) come in and ask to know more
about their tribe and if there are others on
campus. I think the Indian people, even
though they’ve not been associated with the
tribe, have this kind of wondering, the stir
ring to know your roots and people.”
Artist Randy Nathan, a former Seattle
Central Community College student who
grew up an urban Indian, went a step
further. The dark, slender Indian from
Oregon’s Warm Springs tribe, temporarily
left school to “get to know my people” on the
reservation.
At Western in May to demonstrate his art
as part of Indian Awareness Week, he
relaxed on a V.U. couch and visited with
Amy Mitchell.
Mitchell, a half-Tlingit/half Caucasian
Western engineering student, also grew up an
urban Indian in the Seattle area but was
raised highly aware of her Indian heritage.
Her mother is active in the Indian Rights
movement. Mitchell has participated in
pow-wows, Indian spiritual and religious
ceremonies, classes and conferences since
she was a young child. In 1970, she accom
panied her mother on the days-long protest
for the Daybreak Star at Fort Lawton.
“The Indian community was close in Seat
tle,” she said. At Western, she found a void,
which her work with NASU is beginning to
fill.
“When I came up here to Bellingham,
there was no involvement. There’s a com
munications gap between Indians in this
area, between each other.” Her voice grew
soft and wistful.
“In Seattle, people were reaching out and
grabbing you and telling you what kind of
culture you are (from).”

Shelley McKedy

Wilson is a statuesque woman whose
softly waving hair and warm smile are at
odds with the forceful tone in which she
speaks of reservation reality in America.
“Our population is growing, but growing
in the worst way, with the worst kind of
health. We have the highest infant mortality
rate in the U.S., and the lowest age (expec
tancy) rate of the U.S. is in the Puget Sound
Corridor . . . (We suffer from diseases)
caused by poor diets and the lack of health
care.”
For Wilson, the crushing poverty of the
reservation dwindles to insignificance in
comparison to the impoverishment of the
Indian spirit caused by white domination.
“The oppression it does to you. The mate
rial things it takes from you aren’t so bad as
the crushing of the mind, of losing freedom.
My one goal when I teach Indian students is
to help them lift that lid of oppression and
help their minds be free. It’s going to take a
lot of time for us to develop the experience of
taking care of ourselves (again),” she said.
Unlike Wilson, Sharon Coss’s reservation
experiences were limited; her tribal ones
were not.
The 34-year-old Lummi, a psychology
major at Western, lives in Bellingham and
grew up “all over the place,” finally complet
ing her high school education at a Catholic
boarding school for Indians in South
Dakota.
She was raised out of touch with the “old
■ Indian ways.”
“When those things don’t get reinforced,
they’re forgotten. Even though (I attended)
an all-Indian school, you didn’t learn all
Indian things. The teachers were all white—
nuns and priests—so there wasn’t any
encouragement for keeping the Indian tradi
tions. They didn’t want us to mix with the
outside (Indian) community.
“I knew from my grandma the old Indian
things, but when you’re seven, eight, nine, it
kind of goes in one ear and out the other.”
In her spare time, the mother of three is
vice-chairman of the Johnson-O’Malley
parent education committee. The JohnsonO’Malley program provides for the health,
education and welfare of Native American
students. Coss also coordinates the Native
American Student Union (NASU) chapter
at Western.
Warm, sparkling eyes and quick, rippling
laughter gave Coss’s words a lively anima
tion when she confided she originally
returned to school to improve her wages and
her secretarial job skills. Now, she plans to
enter a Western graduate program in crosseultural counseling.
“I guess my motivations might be chang
ing,” she grinned at herself then grew serious.
■‘I find it difficult to accept the quiet politics
that inhibit the growth and the progress of
Indian people.”
Since becoming active at NASU, her
awareness of subtle discrimination at West
ern and in the community has increased. She
has felt it personally and has experienced it
second-hand through conversations with
Indian students who visit the NASU office.
“As long as people think I’m a Mexican,
it’s all right, but when I tell them I’m an

Michael Solomon, 8, is in Miss Janey^s second-grade class at Lummi Tribal School.
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She looked across at the intently listening
Nathan.
Holding her glance, he intoned gently,
“Maybe it’s your time to do the reaching.”
“I know,” she answered.
For people comfortable in their white
ness, reaching out—extending support—
may be hard to comprehend. America is a
nation of rugged individualists who pride
themselves on “going it alone.”
But to understand the need for support,
one must only plumb the cross-cultural cur
rents affecting the lives of Indian college
students. They are survivors of the conflict
ing values and expectations between their
own culture and a less-than-responsive
white school system.
Bernie Thomas, a Lummi Indian and a
1974 Western graduate, is a survivor.
“I started out with 31 other Lummis in
first grade. About 15 didn’t finish ninth
grade ... A lot of us by that time had a
strong sense of our Indian identity and could
go on. But a lot of (them) couldn’t cope with
the racial prejudice. Our identities and the
coaching (we had from home) seemed
stronger. We had some of the tools to coun
teract the social antagonism in the halls . . .
By the time I got to high school, only seven
graduated.”
Accepting his identity was a major hurdle,
he said.
“I’ve matured over the years—I love
myself. And for other students, it’s there.
(I’ve had) a constant personal search for
what is right, what is fair, what is just. Prob
ably the hardest thing when you’re caught in
the middle is just accepting what you are. I
used to think that if I were somebody else—
more intelligent, more articulate . . . It’s
subtle, but it’s powerful. It comes out in
resentment, and in some cases, in drinking
and drugging.”
Success was a matter of family support,
Thomas thinks. Those Indian children
whose families believed that being educated
and being Indian were compatible were most
often the ones who graduated.
His own father, Earl Thomas, a politically
involved high school graduate, motivated
Thomas.
He particularly remembers one moment
when he and his father walked around cam
pus one day. His father remarked, “This is a
tremendous storehouse of knowledge.” Both
seemed to sense at that moment that a col
lege education was possible for Thomas,
even though he had come from the
reservation.
“I’ve never forgotten that,” he said.
His father, a celebrated public speaker,
especially among Native Americans, rein
forced the idea whenever he and Bernie
attended large Indian gatherings.
“He indicated to others that I might go to
college. The message was there, and I knew it
was his wish,” Thomas said.
The large, gentle man set a precedent last
winter, becoming Western’s first Indian
administrator when he was named director
of the university’s Upward Bound program.
Like Thomas, numerous students he
works with have the moral support of their
families. But for many, the misery of reser
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In response to economic problems, formal education is becoming more important to the Lummi i
Sixty-eight children attend the Lummi school.

vation poverty and its consequent side
effects—poor health, inadequate nutrition,
crowding, family breakdown and
alcoholism—make learning difficult.
“If you’re living four, three, two to a bed,
there isn’t a lot of room to study—the condi
tions aren’t conducive to study. That’s why a
lot of students we see are kind of iconic,
learning by watching what someone’s doing.
It’s difficult to get maximum benefit of a
book in the environment they’re in,” he said.
The result of poverty and poor learning
conditions is a 45 percent high school drop
out rate among Indian students. Of those
who do graduate, only 17 percent enter
college.
It was the harshness of the poverty that
spurred Babtist Lumley of the Yakima tribe
to come to college.
“The general attitude I felt was, ‘Why
should I try to succeed? There’s no use in it.’
But there was nowhere else to turn. I didn’t
want to stay pretty much in dishwashing
positions all my life.”
A senior math major who plans a master’s
in management science or public policy.

Lumley said that when he’s finally earning
money—perhaps by working for the BIA—
he wants to help his mother get an
education.
“Then I can stop sending her money,” he
grinned.
Both Lumley and Thomas said, in general,
tribal elders and those politically active in
the tribe seek out people who will continue
their education and benefit the tribe. Eco
nomic hard times have accelerated educa
tional support.
However, many in the tribes fear that the
prodigal son or daughter won’t come home
again, that a white man’s education will lead
them away from their people.
Conversely, some students fear that even
though they plan to return to help their tribe,
they can never go home again.
At least some opposition to formal educa
tion exists among Indians who hold more
traditional values and see no place for it.
Coss spoke of the concern she and others
feel:
“What has happened to me socially is that
I have been set aside, excluded from affairs

Sharon Coss’s grandmother tried to teach
her the Lummi language, and Amy Mitchell
learned Indian spirituality and religion
through the ceremonies she attended as a
youngster.
Their Indian culture was an integral part
of their childhood.
In school, however, they learned they
were part of “one nation under God, indivis
ible, with liberty and justice for all.” They
read from the “Dick and Jane” series. And
they were taught that Columbus discovered
America in 1492.
“Indian children grow up thinking Indi
ans can’t do anything because of white man’s
histories,” said Ken LaFontaine, an Indian
who teaches at Seattle’s Shoreline Commun
ity College.
“We can all name the presidents of the
United States, but who can recall the names
of the great Indian chiefs? What person in
Bellingham can tell of the great Lummi
history?”
Probably not many of the teachers, facul
ties or administrations of Washington’s
schools and universities. Most are white.
Western, for instance, has only one full
Indian faculty member—Janet Campbell
Hale, a part-time instructor at Fairhaven
College.
Our public school system inhibits Indian
education, Coss said. It is unresponsive to
the needs and differences of Indian students.
“Part of it is racism and part of it is the
lack of attention given to it. . . The general
consensus I’ve gotten from school districts is
that Indians are stupid and their expectaS tions are below normal. I don’t agree with
I' that. (When they get behind) they don’t get
1 that little bit of attention that’s necessary to
pull up.”
Thomas calls the school problem “inflexi
bility,” and sees the public school as an
extension of the community in general.
tribe. Guy Lambert, 8, rests on the schoolhouse steps.
“They deliver mail instead of treating
individuals as whole people with all their
problems and all their potential. That’s true
of all students.
“(In our communities) we haven’t shared
that are going on in the. . . Indian commun
with each other the tools that we need to
ity, partly because I have chosen to study,
accept being different culturally.”
and partly because being a student means
Whatever the problem is attributed to, the
‘she isn’t one of us’ anymore.
public school remains a place of nebulous
“It means that I have chosen to associate
with the white world and that disassociates me
oppression for Indian children.
Lumley compared it to “a detention hall
from the Indian community. It is as if I can
where you had to go do your time before you
no longer be an Indian if I have chosen to be
could be an adult.
a student in the white world. Yet, if I study,
“The whole time I was going to school, a
graduate and don 7 return to the Indian com
teacher never sat down with me and had a
munity, I will be denigrated because of my
real concern if the student was learning
choice to stay away. It is like a test of my
enough to get a job,” he said. “It’s more of an
loyalty to being Indian. If I’m really Indian
ingrained type thing. Indians are just set
and not just an ‘apple-Indian’ (“white” on
aside. People don’t want to look at them. It’s
the inside with a red skin), I will come back
like a scar people don’t want to look at.”
to my people or in some way return to them
Sparse and inefficient counseling, espe
what I took away—a life, a resource, a gift of
cially in rural high schools, has led to missed
love.”
educational preparation and opportunities,
When Bernie Thomas was growing up,
Ramirez said.
Indian children were seen and not heard,
Indian students’ chances of being
and a lot of what he learned, he learned from
tracked into college preparation classes at
his elders.
the ninth-grade level when they need to be
“My grandmother in particular used to
are slim. This especially is true if the stu
chide me about how noisy I was. The best
dent’s parents have no high school or college
thing I learned from them was it doesn’t hurt
background themselves and can’t help steer
to be nice.”
't

the child into the needed classes.
Lately, the situation has deteriorated
further as Reagan tax cuts extinguish sup
port programs like Johnson-O’Malley. The
program, which Thomas describes as pro
viding everything from hot lunch and tennis
shoes for gym to tutoring and individualized
instruction when a need is determined, tradi
tionally hasn’t worked well but can help
some, he said.
Federal funding for the program in the
Bellingham school district has dropped from
above $40,000 a few years ago to about
$16,000 in 1985, Coss said. And Wilson
noted the Reagan administration is trying to
“defund” it completely, charging that it
duplicates Title IV services of the Indian
Education Act.
A study by the National Advisory Council
on Indian Education had determined there is
little duplication of services, but it is being
disregarded, Coss said.
At 40, Ernestine Point is a sophomore in
education. The graying Lummi woman quit
high school several years ago to marry, then
moved to her husband’s reservation in Can
ada. Seven children, a G.E.D. and a short
stint as a teacher’s aide later, she decided to
become a teacher.
Coming to Western caused no fear. Sev
eral years ago when her mother, Evelyn, was
her age, she, too, had completed her G.E.D.,
then enrolled in a fisheries school with three
of her sons and a daughter. Point’s middleaged father, now head of the alcoholic coun
seling program on the reservation, had
returned to school as well.
As with many other successful Indian stu
dents, a tradition of support had been estab
lished in Point’s family. All eight of her
brothers and sisters graduated from high
school, and two sisters were attending col
lege when Point made her decision. But
nothing prepared her for the shock of
academia.
“I found it an overwhelming place. I’d
never been in a university. The first year was
hard with homework, but this year, every
thing is all familiar, and I find the work a lot
easier.”
Aside from pluck and family support, the
thing that helped Point most through her
first rough year were Western’s support ser
vices for minority students.
While the road to Western may not be
paved with the best intentions, services
available for Indian and other minority stu
dents at the university itself are good and
seem to be getting better.
Most Indians regard Luis Ramirez as a
one-man rally squad. He’s at their elbow,
advising them on who to see for any problem
that crops up.
“In my opinion, the Indians who have
completed school at Western can tackle any
challenge,” he said. “It’s an overwhelming
experience. When I tend to lose sight of my
purpose (providing educational access for
minorites), and I meet with those students, I
can’t help but be reminded of what my role is
here.”
Ramirez, who calls Western “a bastion of
whiteness with a history of blatant and sub
tle discrimination against Indians,” wants
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mental in establishing Indian-controlled
community colleges.
One of these, Lummi Community Col
lege, accredited through Whatcom Com
munity College, opened last year on the
Lummi reservation. One hundred students
now are enrolled in a variety of programs,
said Lyn Dennis, director of public relations
at the school. Alongside academic fare are
classes specifically tailored to meet Lummi
needs like a commercial fishing management
class and a survey class on contemporary
Native American literature.
Through the Lummi Heritage program,
tribal arts and crafts, once threatened with
extinction, are being revived. Classes in
woodcarving, basketry and Pacific North
west Indian knitting are taught only to
members of the Lummi tribe so they will be a
tribal resource for years to come. People in
the program are bringing their skills into
schoolrooms, whenever they’re invited, in an
effort to promote better understanding of
their culture.
Public schools, too, are becoming more
sensitized to the needs of Indian students as
more Indian parents begin to speak out,
Thomas said. He called the progress “agon
izingly slow,” but progress.
On the reservations, some values have
stubbornly resisted change.

“If you don’t bring a fish home at the end
of your day—if you’re pushing paper—
you’re not very valued on the Lummi reser
vation,” Thomas grimaced.
But still, many on the reservations are
looking forward, and economic hardship is
encouraging an acceptance of different solu
tions. Thomas’s tribe is looking at alterna
tives, choices, that will provide a better
standard of living for its members.
“Our community there wants the best for
itself. It creates a lot of conflict at times, but
it’ll always be that way because politics is
people. I think when a majority of the tribe
gets its dander up and decides it’s going to do
something, I don’t think there’s anything
more powerful on earth, and I mean that in a
spiritual and hopeful sense,” Thomas said.
The question his and all tribes ask is,
“How much change?” How much of “the
economic slice of the pie” is needed to realize
freedom and to what extent must Indians
assimilate into the white culture to obtain it,
he added.
“Hey, our cup is 70 percent full,” Thomas
said. “We have a richness of culture—our
land, our arts. I think our people are decid
ing what’s important: people are important,
families are important, Indian-ness is impor
tant, education is important.”

Julie Steele

them to succeed. He cheers them on,
accordingly.
When Point came to Western, she, like
others, was assigned another student—a
buddy—who had been here for a while and
could answer her questions as well as help
her negotiate campus life. The buddy also
offered advice at registration, steering her
away from class combinations that might
prove difficult and walking her through the
registration process itself.
Many Indian students have also found a
friend in Fran Titus, a counselor at the stu
dent financial aid office. Titus is in charge of
the BIA grant applications. She keeps stu
dents abreast of application deadlines,
procedures and changes that may affect their
financial aid.
Titus says the Indian students “are among
the best-funded students on campus, if they
apply on time.” Thirty students received
BIA grants last year. Many have financialaid packages as well.
“There are no snags in the financial aid
system for Indian students that are greater
than for any other students. But it takes a
good deal of time (to apply for aid) and
careful attention . . . It’s not an easy task for
anyone, but there’s support.”
Other support services helping Indian
students over the rough spots are provided
by the Counseling Center, the Academic
Advisement Center, the Tutorial Center and
the Career Planning and Placement Center.
The services are for everyone, but have
proved especially beneficial for attracting
and keeping minority students at the univer
sity at a time when minority enrollment is
dropping nationwide.
“To quote a friend, ‘Minorities are no
longer in vogue. They went out with Afros
and long hair,’ ” Ramirez said. “Progress (in
minority enrollment) has been very, very
slow, if you want to call it progress. But the
original goals of minorities in higher educa
tion have not diminished.”
In the United States, about 30,000 docto
rate degrees were earned in 1984. Of those,
only about 130 went to Indians, Ramirez
said.
However, if an Indian does graduate from
college and wants to work towards an
advanced degree, help is probably available
in the form of a grant, scholarship or
internship.
It’s a trend of “reverse discrimination”
Lumley finds ironic.
At one point, he quit high school and tried
to get a job as a bus boy in an all-white
establishment. They wouldn’t even look at
his application or interview him although he
returned several times, he recalls. The “help
wanted” sign was still in the window when he
gave up and returned to school.
“I thought, ‘If it’s going to be this way for
the rest of my life, why don’t I just stop—
quit—and go on welfare.’ ”
Now, he sees such a plentiful supply of
funding for minority grad students that he
finds it “embarrassing.” In the area of finan
cial aid, it’s good to be an Indian, Lumley
said.
On another positive note, Indian-written
and sponsored legislation has been instru

Babtist Lumley, a senior math major, is going on to graduate school and when hefinishes,
he plans to help his mother get an education.

beyond penis envy

A song from
KNWR blares to a
close. A female D.J.
says, “And now, the
latest hit from the
Pointer Sisters!”
Their low, sultry voi
ces slide easy over my
hardwood floor and then shake my bedroom
windows: “Baaaby, come and get it. Baaaby,
come and get it. Come and get it while it’s
hot. . .”
Intrigued, I listen for the rest of the words. Women have many, many occasions that arouse anger but they learn to deflect it, shut it
A man has just called one of the Sisters in the up, squish it.. . That's not right!”—Dana Jack
middle of the night. It’s a classic dilemma: he
wants sex; she doesn’t.
themselves.
Say, it’s Friday night. One partner wants
The Sister wails: “Nooo, nooo, no, sweet
When I called Nyblade for an interview the two of them to go to a party. The other
darlin’. Why can’t you leave me some pride?” and asked if she had time to talk, Nyblade half thinks it’s a dumb party. But she’s afraid
The man whispers seductively, “I need you.” said crisply, “No.’’Then, apparently, she ran if she says she doesn’t want to go, he’ll call
She cries plaintively: “It tears me all to pieces her mind quickly over her schedule and said, her a partypooper; he’ll get mad.
inside. I wanna tell you, no, but there I go “I’ll make time.”
She’s been brought up to believe the only
again.”
I was early and waited outside her office in way to get her way is to get someone else’s
She goes to suds herself up for him in the Miller Hall. “Tap, tap, tap,” I heard rapidly approval.
bathtub. The tune ends: “Baaaby, come and approaching heels. A woman swept by in a
She irons a shirt and goes to the dumb
get it . . . Baaaby, come ...”
long-brown coat with fox fur, knee-high
party.
Beth Nyblade, Bellingham therapist, suede boots—a woman making time.
After five or six years of going to the
would probably tell the reluctant lover that
Besides counseling a full week of clients
wrong parties, of shutting up, stuffing it in,
she is giving away her power: If she says, and teaching grad classes at Western, Ny she drops the big one—a divorce.
“Women don’t have a pea shooter,” Ny
“No,” and the man persists, all she has to do blade gives lectures on how power is shared
is—click—hang up.
by men and women. One of her male col blade explained. “A sword and shield, a bow
But most women won’t do that, Nyblade leagues referred to her as “the local authority and arrow, anything smaller they feel com
said, because women are raised from sand on sex roles.”
fortable using—except the bomb.”
box days to be desperate for approval, “not
“Women feel,” she said, looking at me
One reason women don’t shoot spit wads
just a man’s approval: approval of mother, intently through her gold wire-rims, “that
or use smaller weapons to negotiate with
of aunt, of uncle, of the boss.”
when it comes to dealing with men, they their partners, Nyblade said, is because they
Nyblade was one of several women I don’t have any weapons except the bomb,
don’t give themselves legislative power.
talked to—therapists, teachers, writers— divorce.
They don’t let themselves say, “No,” to veto
who have some new ideas about women’s
“The man does something little, the
a party. They don’t really engage in a couple
woman gives in. The man does something conflict.
old ways, or why we do what we do.
It is impossible to write about women the medium, the woman gives in. The man does
They tend to do what the wife of a corpo
orists without writing about the women something major, the woman still gives in.”
rate gypsy did—^just listen to whoever is
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Bridget Yearian

By Naomi Stenberg

Bridget Yearian

^%ots of studies have shown that the thing that keeps people out of institutions
j^nd keeps them healthy is the presence of at least one relationship in
^
which they can confide in and feel close to*^*

screaming the loudest . . . usually someone
else.
Nyblade told the story of a woman who
had followed her husband, an executive, all
over the country. She wanted to finish her
college degree but had never quite managed
it. A couple credits here. A couple credits
there.
Finally, at age 45, “the gypsy” got what he
hoped would be his last job in a pleasant
town near a good college.
The hitch was their daughter had a shot at
being editor of the yearbook her senior year
of high school—if she didn’t move. The
daughter squawked.
Instead of the family sitting down and
negotiating, deciding who gets what, the
wife agrees to sacrifice her dream to finish
school, and she stays behind with the
“loudmouth kid.”
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The last we hear of her, “Mom” is looking
for a job to put the kid through college.
“It’s not always a question of who’s get
ting oppressed,” Nyblade said dryly. “She is
just handing over power. Her husband is a
perfectly nice guy. It’s not that he oppressed
her on purpose. That’s true of 95 percent of
men.”
The major goal of men in life is just to get
what they want, Nyblade said. Women need
to learn to stop being so eager for
approval—to realize the price for achieving
their goals may be feeling disapproved of.
She was almost out of time. One of the last
things she said before getting her notes
together for the next class was: “On the
whole, men are not raising women. Women
are raising women. Women are brought up
to be dependent.”
The idea of being dependent—according

to Dana Jack—is not altogether a bad thing.
Jack works on the third floor of Fairhaven, where she teaches a class on women’s
mental health. There are papers, papers,
papers tacked into a large bulletin board
over her desk in a chaotic order that must
make sense to her.
Butterflies, birds, rhinoceroses and
groundhogs cavort on another wall in draw
ings done by Jack’s kids. Darby, a girl, age 4,
and Kelsy, a boy, 11.
Jack walked in breezily in jeans, a yellow
rain-slicker, college shoes . . . the kind
sophomores buy at Nordstrom’s . . . hot.
She looked like a Northwesterner—the same
clear-eyed, just-in-from-the wet, Que-Pasa
expression.
“What women’s lives are showing us is the
continuing importance of attachments,”
Jack said, taking off her rain-slicker. For
years, the only view offered was essentially a
male view.
It was a kind of tough-shit independence,
alone with the thundering herd . . . the kind
of man Geof Morgan described in a song
about John Wayne: “A soul of warm stone.
Bigger than life.” A Marlboro man.
The idea. Jack said, was that what really
matters is to be self-sufficient; it’s unhealthy
to need someone.
Then the feminist movement came along
in the 60s dynamiting male myths and offer
ing the idea of sisterhood—women needing
each other for comfort and support. Femi
nism celebrates connection and mutual
dependence, a view which. Jack said, is every
bit as healthy as the Marlboro man’s.
“Lots of studies have shown that the thing
that keeps people out of institutions and
keeps them healthy is the presence of at least
one relationship in which they can confide in
and feel close to.”
I remembered something from Goethe:
“To know someone . . . here or there with
whom you can feel there is understanding. . .
that can make of this earth a garden.”
Unfortunately, in spite of feelings of sister
hood, many women’s lives are not gardens.
Counseling seven years at Miller Hall, Jack
heard hundreds of stories from depressed
female students.
She began to look for pieces to fill in the
puzzle of why so many women were
depressed.
Jack went on to get her doctorate at Har
vard. She is completing a book for Harvard
University Press: Silencing the Self, Women
and Depression.
“It’s women telling us what depression is
like instead of the experts,” she said.
When Jack first began looking at the
whole black picture, she had to stand way,
way back and look at American culture and
how it shapes us.
“Being female is being inhibited in thou
sands of ways: being told how to be good,
how to behave ... so many requirements
that you lose touch with yourself.
“Women have many, many occasions that
arouse anger but they learn to deflect it, shut
it up, squish it.”
I mentioned getting kicked in the chest by
another swimmer at the Bellingham Y. The
woman called over, “Are you okay?” I said
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quickly, “Oh, I’m fine” without thinking that
I might be pissed or even, “Oh, Gawd, this
hurts!”
Jack laughed. “It’s like I shouldn’t exist. I
shouldn’t even be in the pool.”
She said swallowing up anger—or
inhibition—is the root cause of depression.
But most women, instead of understanding
they suck in their anger because of the way
they were raised, prefer to think it’s their
own fault.
“Women say, ‘I’m so fucked up. I’m so
screwed up.’ ”
Jack leaned forward: “That’s not right!”
Her eyebrows arched and she clowned with a
comical professor’s voice: “It’s the interac
tion of social norms and personalities.”
And it’s the interaction of the many voices
we hear from our parents, from teachers,,
television, magazines, that makes women
vulnerable to depression.
One of the options for sorting it all out is
therapy.
I talked with Patricia Merek in her office
in the Chestnut Medical Center by St.
Luke’s. She has counseled in Bellingham for
four years and sees mostly women.
“They (men) just don’t show up that
often,” Merek said quietly.
Her office is like other therapists’ offices
I’ve seen . . . white pottery with blue-spring
flowers, a framed picture of Grotto Falls in
Tennessee (where Merek did her graduate
work), books, plants, tapestry. The
ambiance is soft, encapsulating like a shell.
“There’s a phenomenon I’ve noticed for
many years—real talented, bright, capable
women who ally themselves in a relationship
with men who are just the opposite, just
ne’er-do-wells, no ambition,” she said.
She sat in the center of the room by a
window. Light played on her hands as they
sliced the air, held her face, clasped her
knees. Her dress was subdued, professional
in beige tones but her eyes were electric and
alive.
Merek talked about strong women who
choose men who aren’t strong. Men who still
need a lot of growing—incomplete men.
She referred me to a few paragraphs in
one of her favorite books. The Golden
Notebook by Doris Lessing.
Lessing tells it as only Lessing can—dryly,
elegantly, succinctly. She tells the story of a
friend, Annie, a respectable lady who deserts
her nice English husband for a two-timing,
hard-drinking miner.
Annie and the miner spend a lifetime tra
veling through Central Africa from mine
shaft to mine shaft until he eventually drinks
himself to death.
After nine years of silence, Annie writes
Lessing a letter: “You remember X? He died.
You’ll understand me—the meaning of my
life is gone.”
Lessing said: “The truth is that when ‘nice
women’fall in love with ‘unworthy men’it is
always either because the men have named
them or because they have an ambiguous,
uncreated quality impossible to ‘good’ or
nice men.
“The normal, the good men, are finished
and completed and without potentialities.”

know someone. . , here or there with whom you can feel there is
understanding. . , that can make of this earth a
Goethe

Merek said helping and giving are part of
the dynamics of proving ourselves as good
women in our society. Picking a man who
needs help, needs finishing, is just the next
step.
So where do women step from there? Nyblade said we are desperate for approval and
that we drop bombs like divorce because we
don’t use smaller weapons to negotiate.
Jack thinks women have a wonderful
sense of sisterhood and that we lose touch
with ourselves because we don’t allow anger
to surface.
Merek wondered why strong women pick
weak men and decided that it’s a way of
defining ourselves as good women.
I thought about their ideas when the Wildflower Dance Brigade came to Western. A
dancer curled up near the front of the stage.
She said when you’re a little girl, people ask

you how you are. You say. I’m fine.
The dancer leaned forward and glared at
the audience. “You want to say, ‘Lousy,
awful. Fuck you!’ ”
Beth Nyblade. Dana Jack. Patricia
Merek. Three women who are helping us
learn to say, “Fuck you” to old patterns, old
ways of behaving, helping us to change. I
think that change begins when we can finally
say, out loud, that first tremulous, honest,
response—Fuck you.
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By Mark Connolly
Ed. Note: The Guatemalan in this story uses an
assumed name because he fears deportation.

Bridget Yearian

Mario Castillo escaped the brutality of his country for now, but he expects the U.S.
government to send him back.
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The Guatemala
City police car crept
slowly up the street to
where 24-year-old
Mario Castillo stood
waiting for a bus. He
saw the two dark fig
ures inside staring at
him and talking. His heartbeat quickened. A
desperate prayer for the bus to come—now.
The police car rolled slowly past. A deep
sigh. . .
Castillo, just a year later, is now living
illegally in Seattle through the help of the
sanctuary movement and the University
Friends Meeting, a Quaker group. He was in
Bellingham in May to tell his story for the
Campus Christian Ministry’s sanctuary
education series.
After his presentation, Castillo pulled off
his gray sweater and lit a cigarette. He sat to
talk with reporters. Barbara Hiebert-Crape,
coordinator of the refugee program at Uni
versity Baptist Church in Seattle, translated
his Spanish, phrase by phrase.
Castillo has the traditional Latin dark
skin, and his jet-black hair is neatly
trimmed. Wide-lensed glasses rest on his
face, and his right cheek twitches occasion
ally. He is small but appears fit, with large
shoulders and back filling his red, checkered
flannel shirt, and muscular, veined hands
now folded calmly in the lap of his designer
jeans.
One block down, Castillo heard the police
car turn and screech back behind him. The
uniformed men jumped out with pistols
drawn and pointed. Castillo bolted into a
store with the police on his heels, through
the shop and out the back where a tall fac
tory wall halted his escape.
Castillo and several of his friends from
medical school couldn’t wait to complete
their educations before starting to help peo
ple. They organized two clinics in poor
neighborhoods in Guatemala’s capital city,
and an orthodontic clinic as well. They also
formed a musical theater group that per
formed at schools, churches and union meet
ings to raise money for support of their
clinics.
For this, the police began harassing them.
Then, one by one, Castillo’s partners were

government is the latest in a line of oppres
sive regimes dating back to 1954—and
beyond. The last democratic government
Guatemala has known had been making
social and economic reforms, including the
nationalization of businesses. But the Uni
ted Fruit Company, a U.S. corporation with
vast banana plantations and ownership of
the country’s only port, railroad and tele
phone companies, stood to lose too much
through nationalization. They called for
U.S. intervention to protect their economic
interests. In 1954, the CIA backed a coup
d’etat, which overthrew the government.
Again they caught Castillo, beat him to
the ground and kicked him. He was hauled
to the squad car and thrown in the trunk.
At the jailhouse, they tied his feet, gagged
and blindfolded him, and tossed him into a
small room that smelled of dead bodies.
One policeman stood on him and fired
questions.
“Are you a guerilla? A student? A
Catholic?”
“I am none of these,” Castillo responded.
They brought out a large plastic bag and
hooded him with it. They tied it tightly
around his throat. The air around his head
grew hot and thin. Castillo began to
suffocate.

In response to the oppressive policies of
the military government, popular move
ments and public demonstrations have been
growing recently in Guatemala, seeking
economic and social justice, and a dialogue
between the government and the opposition
to end the country’s problems.
Instead of a dialogue, the government has
only increased its repressive programs. Dis
appearances (averaging over 100 per
month), torture and murder are aimed at
opposition leaders from the peasant groups,
churches, unions and universities. The
government has also adopted a “scorched
earth” policy aimed at eradicating opposi
tion among the indigenous population in the
northern mountain regions of Guatemala.
There, entire villages are burned, the Indian
people are massacred and thousands are
driven from their homes to other areas.
Just before Castillo fainted, the police
removed the plastic bag. But they were not
through. For days in this small room, more
questions, more beatings, more near
suffocation with the garbage bag. They
burned his skin with chemicals. Castillo still
carries several oblong, 3-inch, dark-brown
scars on his forearm.
Then a new squad of police arrived to
replace the others in the small room. They
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kidnapped. He believes they were murdered.
The bodies have never been found.
They caught Castillo. Without a word, the
police began beating him on the head, face
and body with their pistols. They hand
cuffed his wrists behind his back and
dragged him to the street, checking his iden
tification against a list of those to be kid
napped. Castillo stood panting and bleeding
while the officers talked with each other.
“This isn’t one of them,” the officer said,
“the son of a bitch.”
“It’s not important. Take him in to inves
tigate,” the other said.
The handcuffed Castillo broke into the
street, running, running, wishing to be hit by
a car or shot in the back—anything but be
kidnapped. Running . . .
Guatemala’s record of human rights vio
lations is the worst in Central America. Such
groups as Americas Watch and Amnesty
International have recorded such atrocious
violation statistics that the United States
hasn’t sent any military aid to Guatemala
since 1977—until the Reagan Administra
tion approved $300,000 last fall. Then, on
Feb. 4, Reagan asked Congress for $35.3
million in additional military aid for the
country.
The present Guatemalan military

In Guatemala, an average of 100 people disappear each month. Young men are often taken, accused of being either Catholic or
subversive.
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appeared more friendly.
“Why did they arrest you? I want to help
you,” his new interrogator said. But soon the
same questions began and were repeated.
Castillo had only the same answers. Police
tempers grew short,
‘if you tell the truth, weil stop torturing
you! In the morning, weVe going to kill you
anyway. Why suffer?!”
Castillo fabricated a story, saying he had
stolen a tape recorder, and that’s why he had
run. The police didn’t buy it. The beatings
continued.
Meanwhile, the university had been work
ing with his family to secure Castillo’s
release. Finally, he was moved to an office,
where police typed up information on Cas
tillo. He was taken to a cell and soon freed
into the custody of his family.
The police told Castillo that if he returned
to the university to complete medical school,
they would kill him. He fled to another city.
When he heard the secret police had raided
his parents' house searching for him, he real
ized he had to leave the country. The police
kidnapped his brother who was a university
student leader. Castillo hasn’t seen that
brother since.
Castillo avoided the cities in Guatemala
and escaped the military and police through
the forests and by walking along roadsides.
He crossed illegally into Mexico through the
Suchate River.
“I was helped In Mexico by some
churches,” he said. But he didn’t stay
because of immigration problems. In Mex
ico, he first learned about the IJ.S. sanctuary
movement. Some priests in the United
States might help him.
Castillo said crossing into the United
States was dangerous. In late June last year,
he traveled with two families, each with
small children. Both families were captured
by the Immigration and Naturalization Ser
vice (INS) while crossing the border. Cas
tillo said he escaped by climbing a tree and
hiding until the others had gone.
From the Southwest, Castillo traveled
with a family bound for sanctuary at EastShore U nitarian Church in Bellevue, via a cara
van conducted by movement drivers.
Terry Ellard, cleric of the Committee on
Central American Concerns at University
Friends Meeting in Seattle and a member of
that caravan, explained the strategy.
He said the caravan was organized to take
an open, public stand against the INS policy
of arresting refugees.
Having a large number of people involved
in the caravan draws attention to the sanctu
ary movement, to the INS policy they dis
agree with and protects the refugees. Any
attempt to arrest Castillo and the other familv would have caused bad publicity for the
INS. Ellard said.
They traveled through Tucson, Southern
California and north through Oregon to
Washington. The number of vehicles
involved varied, Ellard said, between 8 and
50. The caravan was hosted by sympathetic
churches along the way during the seven-day
trip. These churches would sponsor potluck
dinners and organize forums for the refugees
to speak.
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Ellard said there were no problems with
INS en route. In fact, there were a couple of
humorous incidents.
At one point, the caravan was pulling into
a gas station to fuel up, and the lead car
noticed an INS vehicle already at the pumps.
Ellard said that lead car drove right through
past the INS and circled out onto the street
again—followed through the station by the
entire caravan marked with such signs as
“REFUGE FOR PEOPLE OF CENTRAL
AMERICA” and “SANCTUARY.”
Another scene Ellard related with a few
chuckles occurred at an agricultural check
point, where vehicles are commonly
inspected for contraband fruit. He said the
INS employees and the checkpoint staff
communicate regularly, and the caravan
expected some trouble.
The British Broadcasting Corp. had been
filming the caravan trip, and reporters were
poised at this checkpoint. As the sanctuary
vehicles pulled through, one by one, the
press microphones were dropped in front of
the driver’s window as the inspector leaned
over to look in the cars.
Ellard said the officials asked absolutely
no questions at ail about where the occu
pants were from or going. As the last of the
caravan pulled through, the surprised BBC
reporters asked the inspectors if they weren’t
curious, with all the press attention and the
signs the vehicles carried.
“No, No, No,” Ellard quoted the inspec
tor as having said.
Were the caravan members concerned
about breaking the law?
“The emphasis in this (the caravan) is not
in being anti-American, but in being Ameri
can in the best tradition of the United
States,” Ellard said.
The caravan arrived in Seattle on Inde
pendence Day, July 4. Mayor Charles Royer
was among those greeting them.
Hiebert-Crape said when refugees arrive
in the United States, they are given choices,
including sanctuary. Within the sanctuary
movement, refugees can choose private
sanctuary—which provides only food and
housing—or public sanctuary. This includes
talking to the press, “which is something
they can never do in their own country,” she
In Seattle, Castillo is participating in the
University Friends Meeting, doing some
gardening and studying English.
“We provide him with an income and a
place to stay,” Ellard said. Details of Castil
lo’s housing arc kept secret because of the
threat of INS arrest.
University Friends Meeting chose to
sponsor Castillo in a consensus decision
made last spring, Eileen Crawford, another
member of the Quaker group, said.
Over 100 members signed a statement of
complicity acknowledging that in breaking
the law, they would all share responsibility.
She said there was widespread support for
sanctuary among the Friends.
She said they don’t recognize their action
as illegal, but rather that the Reagan Admin
istration is illegally interpreting the 1980
Refugee Act by not granting political asy
lum to the Central American refugees.

Castillo speaks at meetings sponsored by
the University Friends. The purpose, Ellard
said, is to educate people about sanctuary,
U.S. policies in Central America and what
those policies mean to the people there.
“My first priority lies in speaking to
groups like this, until the INS arrests me,”
Castillo said.
Does he expect to be arrested?
“Yes, sooner or later, because Immigra
tion has begun to take action against the
sanctuary movement,” Castillo said, refer
ring to a nationwide crackdown that led to
many refugees and sanctuary workers being
arrested last January.
Castillo fumbled with a matchbook. He
said whether or not he stays in Seattle
depends on the INS.
“If they arrest me, I have the right to be
defended by a lawyer. If they initiate depor
tation, the government will have a choice to
deport or grant me asylum.
“The Reagan Administration doesn’t
want to recognize us as political refugees
because the Guatemalan government is sup
ported by the U.S. government. If they rec
ognize us as political refugees, they’d also be
recognizing that the Guatemalan govern
ment is killing its own people.”
Under the 1980 Refugee Act, the United
States must grant political asylum to refu
gees who cannot return to their homelands
free from persecution due to race, religion,
nationality or membership in a particular
social group or favoring a particular politi
cal opinion.
What would deportation to Guatemala
mean for Castillo?
“The police would kill me for sure,
because they (INS) would deport me with
information about what I’m doing here,” he
said.
“I think many of us would throw our
bodies in front of the planes before we would
let that happen,” Hiebert-Crape said.
A major contention of the Reagan admin
istration is that Central Americans are eco
nomic refugees entering the United States to
find better jobs.
“Since I arrived in the U.S., I haven’t had
work. The church has helped me with food,
clothing, glasses,” he said motioning to his
face.
“The only thing I can do here is dishwash
ing,” and Hiebert-Crape smiled while trans
lating, “in a Mexican restaraunt.”
“I’d like to return to Guatemala to help. In
Guatemala, I can become a doctor or any
other profession. But if I returned to Gua
temala in the present situation, I’d have to
live in hiding, and try to work within the
unions and churches,” Castillo said.
How is his family in Guatemala?
“Right now, I don’t know about them.
Last year, my brothers in Mexico sent me a
very short letter saying they were OK. They
want to come to the U.S, The others—I
don’t know,” he said.
It was late, and Castillo and HiebertCrape had to drive back to Seattle.
They stood, and Castillo exchanged a
strong handshake with a reporter. In
broken, struggling English, Castillo said, “I
think it’s very important for the story of
Guatemalan people to be told.”

Mike Gwynn

Something terrible
is happening on our
campus. The more we
try to protect our
freedoms, the more
we stand opposed. Tm
talking about a group
of people who have
been vandalizing our art—the Sandblasters.
They’ve been seen in broad daylight—
stripping our beloved, rustic graffiti triangle
from its insightful reflections and thoughtprovoking art. Students have been perse
vering through this trial, patiently redoing
what the Sandblasters have destroyed, but
their patience can’t last forever. I urge the
students of Western to collectively stand
against these rapists of art and literature.
Reliable sources have hinted the Sand
blasters have connections in Western’s
security system, who might cause monetary
harm to those who work to preserve the
enriching graffiti. Students must now sneak
to Wright’s Triangle after dark.
A tradition is in danger. Graffiti has
reigned for nearly one year. How can we
passively stand by and let that kind of
supremacy be undermined?
Western’s students are to be commended
for their courage and their persistence in
upholding one of Western’s most novel,
multi-purpose establishments. The Sand
blasters pose a serious threat, but together,
we can defeat these vandals yet.
When we look at all we have to lose, it
becomes obvious we must take a stand.
Using Wright’s Triangle to enhance the intel
lectual and artistic aspects of Western’s
campus has benefited all who use and see it.
Not many universities can boast their own
spontaneous outdoor art gallery. Its stra
tegic location exposes local art to nearly all
of Western’s students, faculty and visitors. If
the Sandblasters continue to thwart the
creativity of our artists, exposure to art will
be left only to those few who have the time to
visit the formal art galleries.
The anonymity provided is an encour
agement to budding artists who may not yet
have the confidence to attach their names to
their work. What will happen to these people
if the Sandblasters are victorious?
Rarely do we find an art piece that
changes with each rain, or art that stays just
long enough for people to notice before
gently fading into background color. Why
can’t the Sandblasters let nature take her
course?
If we were to let ourselves be defenseless,
we would not only be losing an important
form of expressive art but a means of com
munication as well.
Mingled in with poetry and painting, we
often find happy-birthday greetings, sex
propositions and exact dates of the end of

the world. Think how ignorant we would be
if the Sandblasters were to have their way.
Just in the last month we have learned that
Terri had a birthday, someone out there
actually hates the Beatles, and we were
reminded that Tina Chopp is God. We don’t
often get that kind of knowledge from
textbooks!
Wright’s Triangle has often served to bear
apologies, encouragements and opinions
that often wouldn’t be expressed at all oth
erwise. For those people who are naturally
shy it’s easier to write ‘T’m sorry Snugglebunny” in bright pink letters than to say the
same humbling words out loud. If it weren’t
for Wright’s Triangle, Snugglebunny would
probably still be mad.
Not only do the readers benefit, but the
writers as well. Wright’s Triangle has helped
students to practice their spelling and pen
manship, exposing their grammar and sent
ence structure to the public eye—a credit to
Western’s professed support for the
humanities.
That’s not all we stand to lose, however.
Wright’s Triangle provides practical outlet
for student frustrations. Isn’t it healthier to
write “Draft Andy Perdue” on a slab of
metal and be done with it? There’s no limit to
what could happen to Andy, and to others, if
the Sandblasters are allowed to block this
constructive outlet. It could be ugly.

In addition to destroying what we have,
the Sandblasters, themselves, are detrimen
tal to the beauty of our campus. They stand
posed with their chalk and paint-stripping
machinery, emitting loud, obnoxious
noise—interrupting classes within a
hundred-yard radius—and an equally repul
sive smell. It’s enough to drive academics to
madness.
It’s amazing how these people can get
away with this kind of foul play, yet they do
again and again. Why? They have “excuses.”
They say they are preserving the original
art, yet none of them professes to be an
expert in art or an otherwise reliable
authority.
Besides, common sense suggests no col
lege would set up four chalkboard-like metal
slabs and actually expect them to remain
blank.
If we don’t take action now, the Sandblas
ters may move on to stripping the ivy off the
walls of Old Main (to better appreciate the
brick structure) and draining the water from
Fisher Fountain (all that sloppy spray tar
nishing the surrounding architecture). Given
a little power, these people may not know
when to quit.
These are just a few of the consequences.
Western students should recognize the need
to apprehend these madmen—the
Sandblasters.
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By Julie Steele

Stealing Around the American Dream
“I was just wander
ing the aisles wish
ing,” M. said.
“When I got over to
where the candy racks
were, I picked out a
couple of candy bars.
The store seemed
empty. And I thought, ‘Oh, what the heck,
why not?’ ”
M. pushed the bars in his pant pockets—a
Snickers, a Twix Bar and a Peanut Butter
Mountain Bar.
“At first it was exciting,” he said. “This
kid’s underneath the Christmas tree.”
Soon the excitement was replaced by
sweaty anxiety.
People came by and he thought it would
be stupid to take the candy bars out in front
of the shoppers. So they stayed. Besides,
none of the clerks seemed to be looking.
“Should I take them out of my pockets?”
Once outside, M. walked by a garbage can
where he threw some pocket trash out. He
had a habit of clearing out his pockets. He
also thought it was a good chance to look
casual.
“I’m from store security,” he heard her
say. She was behind him in plain clothes.
“She was a girl. I could’ve outran her. But
shoot, she approached me and I’m not going
to risk anything further.
“I was very surprised and very
embarrassed.”
M. was apprehended.
They walked back into the store.
He had to work off a $90 court fee in
community service—grounds work. The
grocery store also charged him $ 100 plus the
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cost of the stolen items. In addition, M., like
other offenders, had his name plainly
printed in The Bellingham Herald—under
Police Notes.
Shoplifters’ ages and addresses also are
printed in the columns, but their thoughts
and motives are not.
M. and B. are men who recently were
caught lifting in Bellingham stores and were
willing to share their experience. However,
they refused to again be identified in print as
shoplifters.
S. is a Western student who hasn’t lifted or
been apprehended recently, but used to have
a successful shoplifting career. She deve
loped skillful techniques, but she also is
uncomfortable revealing her name.
While sitting cross-legged, S. said timing
was important. She would shoplift first
thing in the morning when the employees
were setting up in a store and many of them
were on their coffee breaks.
During lunch and dinner, S. said, only
half the employees were working. Then,
right before closing, they couldn’t care less.
S. said she dressed conservatively so peo
ple would trust her. “I wore hose, flats and a
real conservative coat, like a trench coat
with buttons down the front, and a belt.”
S. either placed the clothes in a purse or
bag or wore the clothes underneath the ones
she already had on. Once, she said, she wore
three bras out of the store.
She also stole the hangers. The clerks
would have noticed them if they were left in
the dressing rooms. She did not leave
hangers on the outside racks because a clerk
could have just straightened a rack out and
would be able to identify what had
happened.

She built trust by buying something when
leaving the store. She said she would buy a
$3 necklace for the $300 of clothes she stole.
“I would cover for stealing,” she said. She
put items on layaway, avoided paying by
check or using her real name. Instead, she
said she would use names that were easy to
forget.
Reaching her fingers and arms up and
apart, S. said it was possible to get big items.
She would buy something that was cheap—
like a poster. She saved the bag and used it
later.
S. said she would place her purse in the
bag so it would appear full when she went
back into the store. “I’d make sure I went
into the store with a sack that was used
currently,” because they change bag styles
every two years, she said. She would then
take out her purse and put in her new
possession.
“It takes guts to go in the back,” she said.
But, S. would routinely lift in the
“employees only” area.
If seen, she said she would say, “Oh my
God, I can’t find my kid.” And after looking
for the child with the salesperson, she would
suggest that her child could’ve gone out to
the car and if the child isn’t out there, then
she would return.
S. began shoplifting in the sixth grade.
Her best girlfriend had only three cotton
dresses and one pair of shoes to wear all
year.
“She wore two of the dresses twice a week
to school,” S. said. She felt badly for her
friend when the older students made fun of
her. “1 knew there was something wrong,” S.
said, and she and the other child began shop
lifting clothes.
Later when S. was married; she began

stealing again. But this time it was for adven
ture and self-esteem.
“It was a real high,” she said.
She said she felt unloved by her mother
and neglected by her husband. It would
help her feel better about
herself when she could
steal some lipstick,
for instance.

S. was caught
one day while stealing
two black lacy nighties.
She said she wasn’t seriously
shoplifting but joking with a rela
tive who grabbed the nighties and shoved
them in her purse.
‘I used to think that the world was full of a
bunch of capitalistic pigs, and anyway, who
was I hurting?” she said. “There were two
kinds of people in this world: the people who
have everything and the people who have
nothing. I was going to be able to dress like
the other guy.
It was immature,” she said when explain
ing why she stopped lifting. “Now the mark
up means more is added to the poor guy.
Although, I still think the system fucks.
But B., a mid-30s man with kind eyes, said
the companies will just write it off as a loss.
The prices will go up anyway.
B. said he felt the large companies were
taking advantage of their own workers too.
The help is paid just enough to exist with
little to look forward to. I wouldn’t steal
from a privately owned business.
He said he saw this practice in his own
work where supervisors were earning
around $40,000 a year. Seeing them take
clients out to dinner with tax money while
the employees couldn’t afford to go out to
lunch with their own money was
discouraging.
“How is a poor person to better themself?”
he asked, opening his hands upward.
B. said he began shoplifting out of
despair.
“I was paying over one-third of my salary to
child support, working at a job I was apa
thetic toward and existing on a minimal
amount of money,” he said.
Four months earlier, B. received a raise at
work, making him lose $40 in food stamps.
The raise actually made no increase in
income, he said.
With payday too many days away, B.

went to buy dinner at the neighborhood
grocery store.
While pushing his empty cart by the sea
food section, he said, he stopped to look at
the good food. “I was dazzled by the lobster
tails,” he said. “Quickly, I grabbed one, put
it in my cart and continued to a deserted
aisle. Instantly, my baggy sweatshirt went up
and down went the lobster tail between my
body and jeans.
‘A great feeling of excitement and fear
overcame me. Did anyone see me? Was there
a noticeable bulge in my pants?
Was I going to eat lobster?’
Looking down.

was doing community-service work for.
They encouraged him to apply and he suc
cessfully competed against 150 applicants
for the job.
M. and B. both said they had a difficult
time paying their fines and have not stolen
since.
More difficult was the embarrassment
from the police-note listing, B. said. “It was
the worst part of it all. A real ego burster.
M. said most of his college friends didn’t
see his name in the paper. “Old timers, I
imagine, look at the notes. They’ve got to
keep up with what’s going on.
M. added the notice was a label of poverty
not only one of theft.
Not nearly as embarrassing, B. said, is
receiving a DWI and getting your name in
the paper. “Drinking is something people
brag about. It’s socially acceptable.
It’s not like a shoplifting
charge.
Since S. stole
out of town.

he said, he
saw his sweat
shirt was in place
with no bulge showing.
“With the frozen lobster
tail defrosting in my trousers,'
he said smiling, “I finished my
shopping with some more affordable
items: lemon, butter and broccoli.
Sweating through the checkout, he said,
he finally made it outside the store. “I was
safe. The lobster was safe. And it was easy,
he said.
B. wasn’t noticed this time, but was caught
six months later lifting cassette tapes. Dur
ing those months he said, he ate better and
was able to pay his power and rent. Christ
mas was easier too. He stole more than $300
of gifts for under his children’s tree.
M. also endured some difficulties. The
freshman student said he had trouble paying
his tuition, books and dorm fees, especially
when they were due all at once. Spending
several nights up studying and working at
his job were stressful.
“It was give, give, give at school with no
immediate reward.
“At the time, there seemed like there was
no harm in it.” The stores made such a high
profit margin anyway. “And the large com
panies were ripping me off.”
M. did some community service to pay off
his court fee. In fact, he even applied for and
received a job from the same employer he

the policenote listing didn’t
bother her. “The worst
thing was that they took a mug
shot and finger printed me. That
wore on me for a few years
M. said, “When I was caught, it was like
coming back to childhood when your mom
spanked you. It was enough punishment for
me right there at the store.”
The manager and other shoppers walked
by while he was talking to the police officer,
M. said, as he waved his arm back and forth
imitating the shoppers’ movements. M. said
he felt they were saying, “You’re a scum, a
lowlife. How could you do this?”
“But I’d say, 80 to 85 percent of the people
from 10 to 25 years old have shoplifted. They
wouldn’t view themselves as evil if they got
away with it,” he said.
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Wide Left, 1983.

By Bob Green

24 September 1985

The start of every
new football season in
the fall is an optimis
tic time for everyone.
Coaches, players and
fans look forward to
winning the champion
ship—to being NUM
BER ONE. But for Viking fans, for the past
five years, preseason anticipation has been
somewhat subdued. Since 1979, the Vikings
have won a total of six games, losing a
whopping 42 and tying one.
Even the cheerleaders sometimes have a
hard time keeping the spirit.
One of last season’s cheerleaders, Leigh
Uttley, said, “It’s really hard to cheer when
we are getting killed and the fans are
booing.”
But she said the cheerleaders would also
have some fun in the losing situations. In one
game against Pacific Lutheran University,
the other cheerleaders would get their fans to

stand up and count out the score when
points were made. Of course, when it was
35-0, the Viking cheerleaders were anxious
to give it a try. When Western finally scored
in the last two minutes, the Viking fans went
into a frenzy counting to seven until the
game ended.
Western sports information director Paul
Madison said, “Even though we only won
two games in ’84, it was a big improvement
over the last couple of years.’’
Last season, the team won two games, lost
seven and tied one. Western only lost by a
total of 60 points, compared to the previous
season’s 200.
“People have to realize that it’s not easy
to rebuild a losing team into a winner—it
takes time,” Viking coach Paul Hansen said.
In Hansen’s first two seasons at the helm,
he has a 3-16-1 record. But Hansen vows this
season will be much better.
With two years experience under his belt
and a strong returning nucleus, the coach
expects the Vikings to at least equal the six
wins acquired in the past five years in one
season.
“We have some strong returning players,
along with some talented recruits, which
should make us more competitive,” Hansen
said.
The Vikings have not been competitive,
though, since the 1980 season, when the
worst skid in Western history began. The
team not only finished dead last in the con
ference with a 2-8 record (one win was a
forfeit), but Western began an 18-game los
ing streak that stretched from the middle of
the 1980 season to the start of the 1982
campaign.
The football team hit rock-bottom in
1981, being the only team in the school’s
history to lose every game. The Vikings fin
ished last in the league with a dismal 0-10
record.
Western coach at the time, Boyde Long,
said, “We still had our loyal fans at the
games, but most people refused to watch
because we weren’t winning.”
Madison said, “The Associated Students
Board was saying there would be no football
after the 79 season. This naturally caused
potential players to go elsewhere, so they
would be assured of playing ball.”
Suddenly, in 1982, Western broke its 18game losing streak by edging Willamette
College, 28-27, sending fans and students
into a whirlwind of celebrations. The
excitement ended, though, as suddenly as it
had begun, as the team lost the remainder of
its games, ending the year with a 1-8 record.
Thus began another streak of losses, which
lasted 11 contests.
Even after it was certain Western would
have a football team, Madison said players
didn’t want to come here because the school
had gained a losing reputation.
The Western Front and The Bellingham
Herald onslaught on the team’s poor per
formance didn’t help. Some typical head
lines read: “Vikes ripped again 49-0,”
“Pacific Lutheran walks over Vikings,”
“Western extends losing streak to 8,” “No
Hope in Sight, as Vikes Lose Again, 51-14.”
Long called it quits after the 1982 season,
saying he “couldn’t take it anymore.” He was

replaced by Hansen, who promised to slowly
rebuild the Vikings into contenders.
With Hansen at the helm, the 1983 cam
paign started with a ray of hope, as fans
flocked to Civic Field for the first home
game of the season. A full 3,500 students and
parents jeered and gestured at the opposing
PLU squad but to no avail. The Vikings
were thrashed by a whopping 49-7 score.
The next day The Bellingham Herald's
headline read, “Big Crowd for WWU, Big
Points by PLU.”
“It was great to see the school spirit
revived. The fans were fantastic,” Hansen
said.
Even though the outcome of the game was
never in doubt, the fans cheered everything
Western did. Since scoring wasn’t the Vik
ings’ forte', they cheered first downs, com
pleted passes, hand-offs—even for PLU.
The rest of the year, the Vikings struggled
to win one of their last nine games, losing
by a total of 200 points to the opposition, the
season’s only highlight being a thumping of
Eastern Oregon University, 31-10.
Although the Vikings have had their share
of problems, the football program has pro
duced some good seasons.
Western does have an all-time record of
237 wins, 263 losses and 30 ties, in 71 seasons
of existence. The team has gone through 10

coaches with the eleventh, Hansen, still
coaching.
In 1903, when Western was the Bel
lingham State Normal School, L.A. Kibbe,
who was a student at the time, urged the
formation of a football team. It was later
approved by President Edward T. Mathes.
The team had trouble finding players,
however, since women dominated the enrol
lment with 370, compared to a meager 37
men.
In the first season, Bellingham played two
high school teams, breaking even for the
season with a 1-1 record.
Nothing significant happened between
1904 and 1914, until Sam Carver (the West
ern gymnasium’s namesake) took over as the
head coach in 1915. He headed Bellingham
for 14 seasons, compiling a 40-40-7 record in
the Tri-Normal league, which was com
prised of Central, Eastern and Bellingham.
The 1923 team not only won the minor
college championship, but for the first time
they were called the “Vikings.”
Carver stepped down in 1933, to be
replaced by Charles Lappenbusch, who in 20
seasons led the Vikings to an impressive
record of 81-62-15.
In 1938, the team finished with an
unprecedented 7-0 record, to finish first in
the Washington Intercollegiate Conference

Assistant Coach Christensen and team cross the field to shake the hands of the opposing
team after a 1983 win.
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**Once you*re down Ws awful hard to get back up, ”—Sports Information Director Paul Madison, 1985.

ecord-settin

John Klicker

i

Quarterback Dave Peterson gets a pat on the back from a loyal fan after a 1984 *win.

26 September 1985

In the Viking locker room^ half-timey 1984.

John Klicker

(previously the Tri-Normal league). No
other gridiron team in the history of Western
has gone through an entire season unde
feated and untied.
This team was led by captain Frank Chorvat, who was recognized as one of the
school’s greatest players.
Another of Western’s football stars was
defensive end Dave Weedman, who played
on the 1967 team. Weedman was the only
athlete in Western’s history to be drafted by
the National Football League, being picked
up by the Washington Redskins in the
12th round.
More recently, the Vikings were in a state
of delirium in 1976 as the team trounced
PLU, 48-28, for the NAIA District 1 cham
pionship in the Kingdome. Western finished
with a 7-3 record and many newly converted
fans.
Long, who won “coach of the year” in ’76,
said, “We had another good group of ath
letes who started playing together in ’74.
Also the fans were really supportive because
we were winning. That’s what they want.”
In 1977, Western skidded a bit, but still
finished second with a 6-4 record. For the
second straight year, the Vikings played
PLU in the Kingdome, but this season the
result was astoundingly reversed. PLU
cremated the Vikings 24-0, which started a
slow decline that has yet to be reversed.
Long said that since the rumors of West
ern having no football team surfaced in
1979, the team hasn’t recovered.
“In basketball, you only need one or two
players to be good, but in football you need
at least 20 good, strong players,” Long said.
“Once you’re down it’s awful hard to get
back up,” Madison said.

Life as a Vikings 1984. Record: 2-7-1.
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An alien humanoid
being, sitting inside a
speeding space ship,
thoughtfully stares
out the window at the
sparkling scenery of
the Milky Way Gal
axy. In front of him
is a video display terminal, which he soon
will use to write a report about his latest
expedition.
Suddenly, the communication radio
screams with loud static, jerking the alien
out of his trance. He stretches, cracks his
knuckles, scoots his chair along its track to
the terminal and begins to type:
To: Members of the Namuh Council
From: Zaff Solar, interspace anthropologist
Stardate:
1985.0312-10:30
I have just completed my research of an
advancing human civilization on a planet
called, “Earth.”
As an anthropologist, I was fascinated by
the primitive nature of Earth’s society.
Interestingly, the planet is divided into many
separate states, with each one having its own
government. This division, based on super
ficial geographic boundaries, has created
different cultures within the planet itself.
Since this is the first time I have encountered
such a phenomenon, I decided the best
insight into one of the cultures would be to
look at it through the eyes of the other cul
tures. I chose a nation called, “United States
of America” for my research, simply because
I landed within its territorv.
I went to an American higher-education
facility (Western Washington University)
and interviewed its “foreign” students. I
posed as a student journalist to obscure all
suspicion of my true identity.
The foreign students told me about their
native stereotypes of Americans as
individuals.
Monique Poirer, a foreign student from
an Earth state called “France,” said when
Frenchmen think of an American man, they
visualize a Texan.
“He is very big physically,” she explained.
“They’re handsome but not very refined in
their thinking.”

28 September 1985

Philip Stilon, a Maltese foreign student,
said, “American girls are stereotyped as
blond and blue-eyed.” He added the stereo
type comes mostly from American television
shows that are broadcast throughout the
planet.
German foreign student Andreas Hammerschick said, “American girls are stereo
typed as screamy—very loud. Some of this
stereotype is caused by American tourists in
Germany. The tourists see a building and
yell, ‘Oh, look at that! Isn’t that neat? Oh
neat! ’ Then, the Germans walking by see and
hear that and say, ‘Those Americans get off
on buildings.’ ”
Hammerschick added American women
are viewed as not having many qualities of a
housewife. Germans stereotype American
girls as assertive, spoiled and stubborn, he
said.
Stilon also said, “I picture American
women as businesswomen and not very
good housewives.”
Masuo Kato, a Japanese foreign student
said, “To me, American girls are like E.T.
(an extra-terrestrial character in an Ameri
can movie). In Japan, all the people look the
same, with dark hair and eyes. But the Amer
ican girls are so different; it’s like they’re
from another world.
“They’re like an alien, but they’re also very
cute—very cute!”
The foreigners also commented on the
peculiar American courting and mating
habits.
Hammerschick said, “Almost everything
(a guy) does here is supposed to impress the
girls—ladies, ladies, ladies, girls, girls, girls,
girls. I mean, it can be fun, but they overdo it.
Everything they talk about is about girls.
Even in weight lifting they think about girls.
Okay, it’s supposed to keep you in shape, but
it’s also to impress the girls with all the
muscles.”
Poirer said American women wear much
more makeup and spend a lot more time
fixing their hair than in France.
Stilon said, “Americans are very aware of
their appearance.
“The stereotype of American women in
my country is that they’re always out to get
the boys—always on the lookout, so to
speak.”

Gi Wook Shin, a Korean foreign student
at the University of Washington, another
learning institution, also said his country
men picture American girls as “boy-crazy.”
Even though he had heard about Ameri
can girls, he was shocked when a passing
woman smiled and greeted him on his first
day at the campus. He was so embarrassed
that he ran away, he said.
Apparently, in his country, it is improper
for a woman to greet a strange man. Later,
he realized this was a proper custom in
America, and the lady was not flirting with
him. He admitted the revelation was some
what disappointing as well as relieving.
Shin, nonetheless, said he has noticed
Americans’ obsession with the opposite sex.
It’s prevalent in the media and the actions of
his dormmates, he said.
Shin told a story concerning a foreign
Korean high-school student. After the first
class on her first day of school, the student
was appalled to see a couple kissing in the
hallway. Sickened by the couple’s “ill
manners” and afraid to walk past them, she
ran to the bathroom thinking she was going
to throw up. She waited in the bathroom
until the second-period bell rang so to assure
that she would not have to confront them
again.
Shin theorized this American obsession
can be attributed to the luxury of the coun
try’s wealth. In his and most of the other
countries, they have more basic problems—
such as economics and politics—and don’t
have time to always worry about sex.
The relationships that have resulted from
this luxury, however, are not envied.
Hammerschick said the relationships in
America are too casual and place too much
emphasis on sex.
Shin agreed. He said the boy-girl relation
ships in America are often so physical that
man and woman never know each other as
true friends.
Poirer pointed out this “shallow” form of
relationship is not limited to romance in this
country.
“People here get together to do things, but
they don’t get together for the sake of being
together. To me, this is sad,” she said.
“I don’t think that it’s completely wrong
because sometimes it’s very heavy to have a

committed relationship. But to me, it’s a lot
nicer.
“I think Americans are friendly because
they say hello to you easily and talk to you
easily. In fact, it’s more easy to get in contact
with people than in France. It takes a long
time to break into someone there, but once
you’re accepted, you’re in forever.
“Relationships in America are more
superficial. They ask you how you are, but
they really don’t want to know. If you tell
them too much they want to get away.”
Poirer said she believes America’s empha
sis on individual independence has nurtured
this style of relationships.
“People in America are lonely in some
way because they only stand for themselves.
Even in a family, the children are taught to
lean only on themselves. The parents are
indifferent (to the children), and the children
are indifferent from their parents.
“Even the man and woman, I mean cou
ples, are very independent (from each other).
“I don’t know; they’re very individualistic—
that may be good for them but not good as
far as I’m concerned.”
Shin said Americans’ independence has
created an efficient and rich country. But at
the same time, it also has created a very
self-centered society.
“This may be an oversimplification, but
after Americans grow up, they send their
aging parents to nursing homes. To me it
seems like they are too selfish with their time
to take care of their own parents. Maybe
they’re forgetting too quickly what their
parents did for them,” he said.
“I don’t know if Americans know what
kind of travesty a foreigner like me thinks
this is.
“To me, being as individualistic and inde
pendent as the Americans is not being
happy. It may be being rich, but it’s not
being happy. It makes me sad to see how
independent each family member is from
each other.”
Every foreign student I interviewed com
mented on the American people’s independ
ence. It appears to be a phenomenon unique
to this country.
Stilon said, “Americans are certainly very
independent, individualistic. They feel
superior in this way. They enjoy feeling
superior.”
The foreign students told me Americans
are somewhat ethnocentric. Some hinted
this could be due to their independence from
other cultures. America is on a continent
that is separated from the continents with
the majority of Earth’s population.
Hammerschick said, “Some Americans
I’ve talked to can’t even imagine that there
are people living in Germany; that we are a
little different; that we speak German and
not English; that there is any other means of
communication other than English.
“It’s all viewed as something neat—they
like it but kinda treat it as being inferior,
maybe like a pet. Germany is something
small and nice. Not all of them think this
way, but some of the questions I’ve been
asked are ridiculous.
“One morning a girl asked me if they
really called me Andreas in Germany. I

could not believe it. What kind of question is
that? Another girl asked me if we talk in
German over there.”
Poirer said, “America has somewhat of a
negative connotation in France. Maybe
because French have an inferiority complex.
We see Americans as thinking they are so
powerful. Well, they are.”
The foreigners, however, saw a positive
side to Americans’ emphasis on independ
ence. It has created a society that stresses the
protection of individual rights to freely
express oneself and pursue happiness.
Hisaji lida, a foreign Japanese student,
once had a speech project that required vis
ual aids. He asked an American dormmate
to illustrate his presentation, which dealt
with Americans’ public display of affection.
The artist friend obliged by drawing a car
toon of two men kissing on a park bench.
Upon seeing the drawing, lida cried, “No, no!
I’ll get kicked out of school if I show that.
No, I can’t use that!”
But his American friends convinced him
that in America, they won’t dismiss him
from school for that. They said it was funny
and the teacher will think so also.
Although still hesitant, lida used the car
toon the next day because he didn’t have any
other visual aids. Upon showing the art
work, his classmates and teacher burst into
laughter.
“I’m glad America is different because in
Japan I would have been kicked out of
school,” he said afterwards.
Shin said Americans are very aware of
their individual rights, and since America is
one of two superpowers on Earth, weaker
countries such as his look to America to
protect its people’s rights.
“America is the keeper of democracy,” he

said.
With Americans’ emphasis on independ
ence, Shin added, each individual strives to
be the best that he can be, which has resulted
in a wealthy country with high living
standards.
Poirer said, “Americans are efficient and
always positive and ready to go ahead. They
seem to be very constructive in all they do.
“Frenchmen think of Americans as being
rich. They have money.”
With America’s wealth and emphasis on
equality for all, the country is viewed as the
“land of opportunity” by foreigners. Every
foreigner I interviewed mentioned this. They
called it the “American dream,” a chance to
live comfortably well. For this reason, this
nation is a popular place for migration and
travel.
“Japanese now travel all over the world,
but it is most prestigious to go to America,”
Kato said.
The American dream, however, has idio
syncrasies that seem a little nuts.
Hammerschick said, “Sometimes Ger
mans view American (society) as almost
crazy. Let me explain. When we want to
show something that is typical of America,
we naturally pick things that are different
from Germany. We have a very funny, cute
show about a Bulgarian who migrated to New
York and lived there for a couple years. He
showed all the different things like a pet
graveyard, which is impossible to have in
Germany. We would never have that. Also,
the musical birthday greetings—when a per
son bicycles to someone’s house and sings,
‘Happy Birthday.’ Oh, how ridiculous!”
Zaff Solar 10:31 END
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Steve Kittell is on the warpath in “The Survival Game. ”

Shaky hands prepare to fire the splatter gun.

30 September 1985

The merciless yellow team, feeling confident, takes

a breaK.

Story By Don Yates
Photos By Mike Gwynn

1

W h a a a a a a a a a a!
My air-raid alarm
clock jolts me awake
at 6:30 a.m. I shut the
damn thing off and
fall back on my pil
low, head pounding.
Drinking and dancing
is no way to spend the night before a war. I
can hear rain splattering against the win
dow, and the last thing I want to do is get up
and go play army with some nutty survivalists. But a few Excedrin and a trip to McDo
nald’s after Mike shows up make me feel
almost ready.
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It rains off and on all the way to the Cana
dian border, blues and grays battling for
control of the sky. God’s as ambiguous
about this day as I am.
It seems to take forever to get to Point
Roberts, an American town that you have to
travel through Canada to get to. We pass an
unrecognizable animal splattered all over
the freeway. “Road Pizza,” Mike remarks.
My stomach takes another turn.
We cruise through Tsawwassen, a shop
ping mall kind of town, as distinct as Lyn
nwood. The only sign I notice says
McCarthy Realty. I’m getting cold feet.
Lost and unsure of Bud’s directions, we
pull into a farmyard. A friendly man in
overalls comes out of the house and tells us
in a thick Scottish accent that our destina
tion is just across the road. “Over at the
teahouse, yes. Bud’ll meet you there,” he
assures us.
Bud’s abandoned cafe turns out to be a
small wooden shack almost hidden by
blackberry bushes. Nailed to the shack is a
wooden “Keep Out” sign splattered with
blue, red and yellow paint.
No one’s here and it’s quarter to nine,
15 minutes until wartime. We get out of the
car and look around. I kick at a flattened
Adolph Coors beer carton by the roadside.
I hope no one will show up so I don’t have
to go through with this. I can only think of
my most negative impressions of “The Sur
vival Game.” Paint pellet welts. Rabid right
wingers. War promotion.
Mike spots a truck in the woods. We take
a trail around a swamp until we reach the
truck. An athletic-looking man in his 50s
with silver hair and a bushy moustache is
unloading equipment. Wearing a black beret
with the “Green Beret” seal, a red windbreaker, and blue jeans tucked into big black
boots, game manager Bud Siewert introdu
ces himself to us. Bud starts laying down
some press rules:
“Don’t write down the rough stuff,” he
tells me. “They let their hair down here. A lot
of Tucks’and so on, and I don’t blame ’em.”
I don’t blame ’em either. But rules, espe
cially senseless ones, bug me, so I make a
mental note not to miss any worthwhile
rough stuff.
Bud tells me men and women play “The
Survival Game”:
“Wives don’t usually play on the same side
as their husbands—you know, T’ll shoot
you, you bastard.’ ”
Bud explains a few of the game details to
us. The Point Roberts game consists of eight
courses spread out over 160 acres. Some
games last only a couple of minutes while
others may take an hour. The number of
games played in a day varies:
“If they’re heavy drinkers, they slow
down. They want more time for Miller
breaks, eh?” My head throbs in assent. Only
one way to cure a hangover: more poison.
I glance at the waiver sheets to see what
rights I’m signing away. Just my right to
compensation if I’m hurt. My stomach
tightens another notch. I notice “The Survi
val Game” is based in New London, NH.
New Hampshire: home of the zealously
right-wing Manchester Union Leader.
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Doug Clark lies waiting for unwary reds.

A bunch of young guys show up with sit^
packs of Coors. This weekend, Reagan’?
reconciling Germany and the United States
by honoring German war dead, including
Waffen SS. Dachau. Buchenwald. Ausch
witz. Tm feeling sicker all the time.
Bud tells me most of the guys who play
here are Canadian. They all look Canadian
to me. I wonder what they think of
Americans.
The men are putting on camouflage
fatigues, so I grab a pair from the truck.
When I slip into the fatigues, my adrenalin
starts to flow.
I notice guys daubing their faces with
camouflage make-up. I can’t resist. I look
into the mirror hanging on a cedar tree as I
blacken my face. My inhibitions begin to
drop away. I feel fierce, though guilty.

cock my gun, splattering a paint pellet with
|the hammer and coating the inside of my gun
'with red paint. ^

I hear the call and response of the horns
and then the sound of snapping underbrush.
Thuds come toward me. Three red soldiers
appear, one giving me the thumbs-up signal
My lieart races when the hdrns^blow. I
as they pass. I return my comrade’s gesture.
slowly advance, unsure of what to do. I
Two other reds approach. One of them
stand stupidly near a big log. Splat! A pain
pellet smashes into my left shoulder. I call advances with both hands clutching his gun,
fanning it from side to side. It’s Mike, and
“hit” and walk to the neutral zone.
Another dead man complains the pellet his eyes are wide open:
that hit him didn’t explode, but he didn’t l" “God, I got the adrenalin going.”
realize it and called “hit” anyway. I check my |
hear gunfire near red territory. The men
shoulder. Dry. No paint. Shit. One of the come streaming back to the safety area.
guys complains about the pellets: “I don’t Another victory for the yellows.
like the feel of those things at all.” Wimpi
I begin pacing the sideline during the next
riirirt i even sting.
-i game,
- ___ T .......
_____ -Cfrom
____
Mine didn’t
even though I can’t see_____
anything
Our whole team is wiped^out within fi^ my position. I realize I’m impatient to ge
minutes. T lag behind my comrades when -¥ck in the game.
p,
walking back to our ilag. An enemy calls
dead man approaches. It’s Dari. Players
after me. You re a dead man. Ijustturnmy
team who have played before told me
Bud compounds my conflicting feelings
head and grm-raakmg a mental note of his
by giving the troops “encouragement”: “For
appearance— and keep walking,
down near me.^
the third world war or fourth or whatever it
When the horns sound for the next game, ^; % Dan Litoen is a survival game veterap
is. I’d like you guys on my side.”
I run wide to the right and start to advance. I L from Vancouver, B.C. He plays the game to
Bud’s collaborator, Bryan Cofsky, shows ^ hear people thrashing through the bushes
Take off steam. ' ^
up. “Bryan does all the booking, I do all the
toward me. I crouch behind a tree. They spot
it’s glori|ied cowboys a^lSdians, thaf’s
fieldwork,” Bud says. Dressed in black and
me before I even see them and move in for all
■1
m.
gray sweats and tennis shoes, Bryan is the kill. Two enemy troops rriove from tree
Dan first played “The Survival Game” at
young, quiet and friendly. I pay my 20 bucks To tree until they’ve got good angles on my
to him and sign the waiver sheet. Bryan cowering body. Splat! Dead again. I’m a Fort Langley, where his team was wiped out
by a team composed mostly of cops. Dan^
shows me how to load and shoot my pellet
worthless soldier.
sees a connection between real and play war-^
pistol.
But my red comrades keep fighting. After fare 1 hadn’t noticed before:;
I take a few practice shots at a wooden
“I wouldn’t go (to a real war) after seeing^
target leaning against a tree about 40 feet an intense 15-minute battle, we capture the
yellow
flag.
Victory!
%ow easy it is to get shot out here. It really
away. Splat! . . . Splat! . . . Splat! Not bad.
The next game I try out the defender posU opens your eyes, eh?” Recalling how many;
Most of the guys are friends with each
tion. (Five of each team are attackers this times I died in the morning, 1 can’t help butlj
other. A pre-game handcount shows most of day while the other two hang back to guard
us haven’t played the game before. I relax a
the flags.)
,
Dan tells'me, ”EVefyb5dy goes down
little.
I lie on my belly behind a log about 10 the pub afterwards and tells war stories,
People are casually divided into two
feet to the right of our flag and wait. An
wish I could go, bit
have to get the cat
teams. A lot of pre-game kidding goes on.
back by 5:30.
I ^ .
More than just this rookie must have but enemy appears, whispering to two others
More dead men arrive at the^safety area.
advancing on both sides of him. He slowly
terflies in the stomach:
glides about 10 feet in front of me. I grin as I Most of the fellows I talk to tell the same
“You’re supposed to say ’Make my day’ take dead aim. Pop! Damn. I desperately try story about “The Survival Game”: pure
before you pull the trigger.’^
to cock my gun again, but it’s too late. Splatl weekend fun.
“We capture prisoners and rape ’em,”
Splat! I’m wasted again, and we lose.
“It’s fun to go out and run around and
“Promises, promises,”
pretend you’re 12 years old,” Doug McNeill
„ , 1
, OT,
1
’ < While changing CO cartridges
Bud explams the rules: The game we play
intermission, one of the
L
!!!“!' remarks. “Nothing like the smell of CO 2 in of Squamish, B.C., tells me. Doug, like the
others, doesn’t like the idea of fighting in
on opposite ends of a playing area try to
the morning.” Another Vietnam joke. These real war: “Oh God, I hope not.”
;
capture the other team’s flag and carry it
No one here claims to be a survivalist:!
Canadians love ’em. Choppers flying over
back to their own home base without getting , head remind Mike of Vietnam. We haven’t
“Kooks, eh?” We take a short beer breaJ^
shot. Each team has an air horn. One blast of forgotten, even if most of us don’t know
and I chat with Bud.
the horn means the team is ready. Two blasts
“In this country there’s either doves o^j
which side we fought on.
means a team has won. Today’s two teams
hawks. I’m not a dove; 1 think you can tell
After a couple more defeats for us reds, we
have only seven men each. Bud tells me usu
^fhat.” So that’s why he’s so guarded. He|
take an hour beer break.
ally 20 to 30 play, sometimes 40,
hears the cooing in my breast. Bud defends
Mike eagerly wants in on the action, so we
We take a vote to see if head shots count.
“The Survival Game”:
arrange for him to take my place for a few
We decide they do, “but don’t aim for them.”
“A fat guy out on the Sound with a $2,000
games. “I feel kinda guilty,” Mike confides
With a “let’s go fellas,” Bud leads us down
reel and a $100,000 boat, that’s not my idea|
in me. “I could really enjoy doing this.” Me
of fun. I think this is a lot better than pun^-^
a muddy trail into a forest of evergreens,
too.
■
blackberry bushes, nettles and mosquitos.
chin’ golf balls around a goddamn gg||‘
Hooked
but
runningTow
on
paint
pellets,
Lots of mosquitos. We reach the neutral
■course.
' ' '' ' '
- ' ' ' ' 'IZ''
we buy another two tubes. Mike is excited:
zone of the first playing area, and Bud draws
We try to keep the price to a minimumsci
“We
used
to
play
BB-gun
wars
when
I
was
the game diagram in the dirt with a stick:
we don’t make it a rich man’s game.” I don’t
a
kid.”
“For those of you who are about to die.”
C !— mention that 20 bucks seems a bit stiff to me,
..... to ask a few of the
.............
^ Fud tells us the first game’s a short one:
After a couple of ¥i^rs, we head for the " m..................
When I leave him
guys
JThis is the battle of inoculation.” He
quarter-mile-long‘’Horseshoe” course,
some more questions, he offers me a
which is the biggest one we play today. 1 sit
suggestion:
I
^explains how to drape the flags on wires
beneath a cedar tree in the free zone, drink“Ask the ducks and the deer. They’re sa
^ttretched between trees:
ing another beer and waiting for the game to ing, ‘Look at those crazy bastards. They
“Hang ’em so most of’em is on one side (of
begin. My hangover begins to subside. Birds - were shooting us; now they’re shooting each
the wire). And don’t tie a fuckin’ knot.”
other.’
are chirping and the sun’s shining.
Just before the game begins, I shakily
SS-
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Bud draws the game boundaries: “For those . . . who are about to die. ”
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I tramp back to the woods with a different
view of Bud. I almost envy him. Satisfying
deep urges in the human psyche with no
blood-price to pay, he’s happy with what he
does, and I’m glad he is.
Mike plays the next game as I follow Bud
through the woods.
“Why we alternate from one area to
another is to keep the growth coming up,” he
explains. “Otherwise, if we played the same
area, it’d be as bare as the Sahara Desert.”
Bud, like Dan and Doug, thinks the game,
discourages war.
“I think it’s an anti. The guys think, ‘Oh
Jesus, if war is anything like this, I don’t
want to be there.’ ” I don’t ask him about the
apparent contradiction of being a hawk
while promoting a game that discourages
war.
But even if Bud is a dyed-in-the-wool
hawk, he’s at least very conscientious about
safety. He always makes sure we have our
goggles on.
It’s finally my turn to play again. God it
feels good. When the horns blow I run 50.
feet and drop behind a mammoth log. A

hidden yellow is throwing rocks at the
bushes to my left to try to catch me off
guard. I’m becoming too experienced to fall
for such cheap tricks: I remain crouched,
feeling secure behind the log.
Some of the yellows move around and
behind me so I leave my log, creeping to the
right toward their flag. I’m spotted by the
flag defenders as I duck behind a tree about
20 feet from my goal. Three yellows sur
round me. I say my last prayers one more
time and Splat! Dead again.
Before the next game. Bud gives us reds
some strategy. We need it. When the horns
blow, I flank to the left with Alan, a kindly
man in his 30s with a Scottish accent. Yel
lows swarm in on us like angry wasps. Alan’s
picked off as I try to crouch behind a log.
“There’s another one!” I dive for the tail-end
of my log and Smack! I’m nailed in the back
of the head with a paint pellet.
By now, our team is getting desperate.
We’ve won only two games all day. Both
times we hung back and ambushed them, so
we try it again. I crawl into the middle of a
thicket near our flag and wait.
A yellow comes near me, but he doesn’t

see me. His right side faces me as he slinks
toward our flag. He’s too sneaky to plug,
though, moving quickly from tree to tree. He
stops 10 feet in front of me and crouches
down. I’ve got a clear shot at his ass, which is
jutting out from behind a tree. Pop! I shoot
and miss again, hitting the tree instead.
“Jesus!” he yelps and leaps to another
tree. He yells back to his comrades: “There’s
somebody over here but I can’t see them.” K
chuckle to myself and take aim again. Shit!
My gun’s jammed! I frantically try to unjam
it as he moves farther out of my range. When
I finally get the damn gun unjammed, he’s
gone.
Since I’m such a lousy shot, I figure it’s
now time to make a run for their flag. I leap
up and crash through the woods. Incredibly,
I spot their flag, and I still haven’t been shot.
I grab the flag, fling it around my neck and
then charge back toward our base. I stay to
the left of the battle as I run blindly through
thick underbrush, panting violently and
smelling victory. Oh shit! I can’t find my
home base! I hear gun shots behind me: I’ve
run too far. I sprint toward the shots. Before
I get there I hear two faraway horn blasts.
Goddamn! Another yellow victory.
The last course of the day is a clearing
about 30 feet wide and 200 feet long. Reds
and yellows gather at opposite ends of the
clearing. At the middle is “The Gauntlet”:
blackberry bushes that bulge out from both
sides of the clearing, narrowing it to about
10 feet.
At the sound of the horn, I dash for the
blackberry bushes, but the other team
reaches them first. I duck into a nettle patch
behind a tree to the left of the clearing. Alan
crouches behind a nearby tree. Yellows
tramping through the thick woods across the
clearing spot us and begin sniping at us.
After a few close calls, I can’t stand it
anymore and leap up and dash for their flag.
Paint sprays me as a pellet slams into the
blackberry bushes. I don’t see any defenders
until I grab the flag. Pop! Pop! Two yellows
open up on me from camouflaged positions.
I run like hell for the safety of the woods but
just before I reach them. Splat! I’m shot in
the back.
When I calm down, I realize the beer buzz
has worn off, and the hangover’s back in full
force. I let Mike take my place for the last
game as I talk with Bud, who finally seems
as if he’s enjoying my company. He pin
points my team’s problem:
“You’re not as gung-ho as the yellow
team.”
As a final word. Bud mentions to me: “My
next birthday I’ll be 70 years of age.” I stand
there stunned, then tell him I mistook him
for about 50. He chuckles and tells me he
always waits until the end of the day to
spring that on people.
The last game is over, and I realize I didn’t
hit anyone all day. The day’s final score:
Yellow, 12. Red, 2.
My hangover’s resurging stronger than
ever, but I feel strangely satisfied. I wish we
could stay and drink beer with the guys and
tell war stories. We say goodbye and leave
smiling ear-to-ear. No stingers, no welts, no
crazies. Just pure weekend fun.
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